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V#EFACE
i'l_.The knowledge, kills, and understanclingi which relate to our total'environment are of significant im-

p&rtance to every citizen. Teachers and school administrators have an obligation and a commitment to 'inform
,, students about the need for understanding and conserving the environment. Our aim is to teach students of

Virginia to love, appreciate, and understand the complexity of interacting forces in our environment and how
important these -forces will alWays be to the ric inheritance which we all enjoy. itsb.
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IL INTRODUCTION
During the past decade Americans gradual learned that there was ti new problem for them to deal with

.

as they struggled to achieve the "good life." Writer after writer, in an accelerating progression of reports,
painted disturbing, sometimes grim, pictures of a progressively deteriorating environment. So Many things
that we had taken for granted for so long seemed to be severely threatened. We learned that certain foods
were unsafe to eat, some water was unsafe for swimming; and, air in some locations was unsafe to breathe. In
addition, we found that we were running out of a variety of mineral resources with no hope of ,replenishing
them. We learned that energy production was rapidly being overtaken by demand. Experts told us that we
were being irresponsible in allying our population to increase too rapidly 'and that only through population
control would we solve our problems. -

Citizens began to respond to the threat of environmental deterioration in many ways. Among the many
responses were: The creation of new governmental agencies (e.g., the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Office. of Environmental Education of the U.S. Office of Education); new legislation governing the exploita-
tion of the environment; a variety of citizens' groups wl* activities were specifically related to environmen-
tal issues (e.g., Zero Population Growth, Friends of the Earth); and-the increase of environmental emphasis in
the 'activities of agencies which traditionally had been toncerneikvith preservation and Management of natural
resources (The U. S. Park Service, the U. S. Forest Serviee, The Sierra Club, the Audubon Society).

As efforts to cope with the "Environmental Menace" proceeded on many fronts, it gradually became evi-
dent that, in the long run, man could only live in harmony with .his enVironment if he understood it and
used it wisely. Thus, only "environmentally literate". persons should be able to, take the responsible action
necessary to maintain a quality of life satisfactory to all while managing the limited resources of the environ-
ment. The need for programs of environmental education was a result of the greater awareness of the nature
of environmental deterioration which began to emerge in the late 1960's and the 70's. President Nixon, in his
1970 Message on Environmental Quality, observed that

We must seek nothing less than basic feform in the way our society looks at problems
and makes decions. Our edu'cational pystem has 'a key role in bringing about thii% re-

- form. .. . It is also vital that our entire society develop a new understanding and a new
awareness of man's relation to his environment that might be-called 'environmental liter-
acy.' This will require the development and teaching of environmental concepts at every
point in the educational process.

B. What Is Envirownental Educ n?
Many attempts have been made to define environmental education. iach as attempted to describe the

process of creating "environmentally literate" persons. The definition provide by. Sidney Marland, former
U. S. Commissioner Yf Education, is representative:

Environmental education is intended to promote among citie the awareness and
unders ing of the environment, our relationship to it, and the concern and responsible
acti necessary to insure our survival and to improve the quality of life.

This definition, and others like it, tell us what the desirable outcomes of educational programs should be.
They do not, in any way, reveal the means to reach these-outcomes.

Educators have had as *their principal aim the achievement of rather narrowly-defined objectives asso-
.:
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ciated with various skills and areas of knowledge. Never befqre hasit been necessary to introduce programs

into the schools for which there were no specifically deSignated teacher training programs. The concept of
"environment." is so broad that new strategies will have to be planned to teach students 10 understand the
many, complexities of their environment.

A beginning has been made tows d reaching the goal of effective programs of environmental education.
--1-a_the late 1960's programs called " nvironmental Education" began appearing throughout the country. Many

.

emphasized nature, study, outdoor education, or urban environment. Others represented rather traditional
programs with emphasis on an environmental problem (e.g., pollution). The great diversity of programs obvi-
ously came from different concepts of environmental education. It is wise to recognize that we are in a period
when the meaning of environmental education still is evolving. Every effort made to develop an environmenL

tal education program offers an opportunity to determine what works and what fails. Thus, it is important
to identify program objectives carefully and iro evaluate the results to, determine esif objectives have- been

met. This is not an easy task, but it is necesary if a widely agrged-upon concept of environmental education

is to evolve.

,;;

tt.
$

C. Objectives of a K42 Environmental EduCation Program
In developing a program of environmental education for kindergarten throu h grade 12, it is necessary

to establish program objectives. The objectives identified for this guide are:

1. To help the student exaMine more critically. .those phenomena and relations ips which constitute-his
environment.'

0

2. To. assist the student in acquiring problem-solving and decision-making skills' ecessary to guide him

in living in harmony with the environment.

,3. To help the student develop thei,spirit and skills of inquiry in examining the sp cific and general en -"

vironmental implications of human activities.

4. To foster greater understanding of; and concern for, society's environmental.Pro lems.

5. To help the student develop a sense of civil responsibility and' the awareness. that his actions affect.
others just it the actions of others affect him.

6. To promote the clarification of the values,which the student holds and from which all environmental

activities and decisions are derived.

D. Program Characteristics
The K -12 Environmental Education Guide was developed on the assumption that a program which will

meet the objectives listed above must:
. 6

1. be developed locally. The most accessible and comprehensible environments fior children to learn

about are those in their immediate vicinity. This is particularly important in the lower grades.

2. t. be interdisciplinary in nature. Only by havingtxperiences which diaw simultaneously from differ-

ent subject areas (e.g., science, social studies, math) can, students begin to appreciate and understand
the scope and complexity of environmental phenomena.

A

6
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3. ... promote nterest in, awareness of, and sensitivity toward the environment. The affective dimen-
sion of environmental education programs is crucial in developing concerned citizens.

4. ... be activity-centered. Environmental experiences should immerse the student in the "real" world
which he can see, touch, and smell.

5. ... be participant-centered. Student Oarticipation should be encouragethby allowing the students to
help determine the nature of the experiences in which they are involved.

6. ... have a.future orientation. Students must be helped to realize that their actions in the -present-ile--
termine consequenceS in the future.

7.-... build toward a universal view of the environment. The "spaceship earth" concept may be the ulti-
_mate-expression of environmental-literacy-

'
.

E. Composition and Organization of the Guide is-

Having identified the program objectives and characteristics, it was decided that different environmental
emphasis at different grades in the K-I2 continuum could provide for the interest ,and capabilities of the
students and the accessibility of various environmental settings. That is, self, home, and school would be the
logical environments to explore in the early elementary grades. Subsequent student*investigations could move
out into the locality and later consider the State, nation, and world. These changing em phases are illuStrated
in the following diagram.

K-3. 4-7 8-12.

Self

School

Community

State

Nation

Ta World

ea

This guide was designed to reflect the p ogram characteristics preyiously identified and to, suggest ways
in which these objectives may be.met. Bec e guidehas been conceived in relation to the principle that
the most effective programs of environmental education are those whiCh are developed in local school divi-
sions, it is extremely important for teachers to, realize that this document is exactly what its title suggests =--
a guide. It consists of a series of model activitie, offered as examples to guide teachers in developing local
programs. While many teachers will select one d more of the suggested activities to use in their local en-
vironments, it is possible that in some local pro am s none of the suggested activities will be used in the
precise form in which they are presented.

The primary activity recOmniended here is investigation a process of finding out about something of

8
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concern which is not fully understood. Thus, by definition, an investigation Incorporates.the means by which
many of the objectives of environmental education met. To aid teachers in developing investigations
of their local environments, the following,0,haraeteristies Of an investigation were identified and used in the
development of this guide:

An environmental investigation s' 4-

1. ... be interdisciplinary, i.e., involve an experience containing element Awn from two or more dis-
ciplines.

2. ... be activity-centered and process-oriented. It should require the lear er to s tirolar en-
vironment first-hand and promote the practice and application of such p cesses as:

a. observing
b. inferring .

c. communicating
d. data-collecting
e. hypothesizing
f. decision-making
g. valuing

3. ... promote the acquisition of knowledge and insight intO such environmentally-significant concepts
as;

a. change
b. interaction

`c. community
d. resources
c. energy
f. patterns 4
g:. economics
h. alternatives
i. civic responsibility
j. values
k. equilibrium a

4.; ... promote cooperative effort among students, teachers, and Other individuals and agencies in the

community.
5..... provoke value judgement concerning the, ways various

0,, 6. ... lead to the identification of alternative courses of act
permit the reconciliation of a variety of value-base

throl4gh student' interactions, exchange of ideas,
group

deba
. culminate in a consensus position of the., total group ce

to which the investigation relates.
P

Because of the great diversity, of settings, every investigation may. not possess all of the above character-

envitonmenol experiences affect people.
i;611 in dealing with environmental problems.
d positions on environmental alternatives
te. ,

students regarding the environmental issues
*

a.

istics, howsver., all investigations sitiould possess most of them. ..
The model investigations developed invtliis guide ha've been broadIrdivideebetween those whic\ seem

appropriate for elementary students, pupils in kindergarten through graft* seven, and those which are sug-_
^ge.sted for secondary school students in grades eight through.. twelve. This division is not precise. Thor 'in-
vtstigations developed for elementary pupils, while generally following the suggested characteristics identified

above, tend to deal with" aspects of the child's environment Which are personal:0nd .easily perceived, 41so,

the tasks recommended for the pupils are less complex and time- cdnsuming than some of those Which appear

in the secondary'school investigations. It is possible, even desirable, for investigations in the secondary section

to be modified for use in elementary schools. Conversely, many, of the elementary activities may be modifie

for use by classes\in secondary schools.
, ..

c. ,
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F. Using the G

In the Elementary School (IC-7)

When contemplating the introduction .of environmental educat
particularly important to acknowledge the special nature of the very
terns Of changing characteristics quickly reveals that children in the e
not be, expected to conduct complex investigations dealing with a numb
tionships. However, much can'be learned during the early elementary
directed at those skills which, in later years, will be necessary tqicope w
of the type which occur in making investigations. Experiences whI6n help
skills, esthetic expression, and good human relations will all enhance future

ide

ion in the earl)", elementary grades, it is
young leafner. An examination of pat-

arly elementary school grades should
r of environmental variables and rela-

years,. particularly if the emphasis is
ith more comprehensive experiences.

the development of communication '
environmental/ activities. Many of

the process skills ''whicli are featured in the.saimple investigation's ca be enhanceNpy creating experiences for
.,

the ycung child in Which discreet elements in his environment beco e the focus of careful observation. Help-
ing the child to describe his experiences with greater precisiOn an objectivity, teaching him to measure,
assisting with classifying objects, and promoting effective communication of his experiences to others are all
important processes which ca be developed. in the early elementary grades. 'i'or assistance-with the,develop-.
ment of specific learning situ tions which .promote proces"s skill development, teachers will find the State Ele-
mentary Science Guide, K-7 particularly helpful. Also, many of the recently published textbook series in
both science and social studies have a process orientation and will provide additional Suggestions for activi-

ties with a 'process. emphasis.
The pattern of changing characteristics of children suggests that by the time ,children have reached the

middle to upper, elementary gr des they are capable of profiting from comprehensive studiesnf theirenviron-
ments in the form of investigat ons: In the sample investigations suggested in this Guide, Investigations One.
through Eight were written sp cifically for middle and upper elementary students. "lips, when, the 'teacher
judges that her pupils are "rea y" to cOhduot an environmental investigation, these eight models may point ;
the way to the' development of experiencesAin the Ideality which will interest the children and reveal aspects
of their environment formerly unrecognized. Teachers may wish to start by trying one of the sample inves:

. tigations, adapted wIlerc appropriate to the speific environment of the eltildren.,, Each of the model investi-
gations poses several questions arid suggests ways to,gather.inform'ation which will help the-students answer
them. Ultimately,, the best locally-developed investigations will be the ones which proceed front questions
raised by pupils: If the ptlpils have difficulty in formulating the kinds of questions to start 'them in,an inves-
tigation of their locality, articles in a- local newspaper which' relate to environmental concerns of the community
or guest speakers from the community may provide a focal point for developing related questions to comprise.

D.
a meaningful investigation. ..,"

.

Once questions have been raised it becomes the teacher's role to guide, the pupils toward an information-

gathering procedure. This should help them probe many aspects of their environments Which will shed light
, on theoriginal questions°. Throughout, the process orientation of the sample investigations should be built

into the locally-developed investiga 'on to assist pupils with learning effective methods for gathering relevant

information. Different points of vie often will develop regarding the significance of various findings, ands
pupils will need assistance in makin decisions which- reconpile these different value-based positions. At all
times pupils must be helped to distin uish between facts and opinions, observations and inferences, and uni-
versal meaning and per4onal meanin . ..

In assisting ,pupils with gatheri g relevant information, teachers may feel that their background 'and
training limit their ability to, perceive la!l of the environmental factors relating to the initial questions.' It is

° hoped thal.7the model investigations in this Guide will assist teachers in seeing many Of the ramifrcations possible
. in environmental investigations. Also, communication with other teachers in the school and frequent discus-

sions of investigations being planned with. parents and other residents in, the community can reveal possibilities
., e q

(
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which might not occur to the individual teacher. Perhaps the most important aspect of the teacher's role
assisting children with environmental investigations is the realization that it is not necessary for the teacher to
knOw_answers in advance to pupils' questions. If teachers and pupils adopt a "let's find out'.', attitude;then
the teacher's role is te assist the pupils in using effective investigative processes. It is not to supply, the an-
swers to piipils' questions.

111 Softie upper elementary and middle schools are organized along departmental lut es. In such situations
specialists are available to form teams representing different subject areas. Such teams can be very helpful in

3

assisting pupils with planning and conducting environmental investigations. Art and music_teacherlp
.-to provide insight into the esthetic aspects of the environment; social studies teachessin contribute histori -,

cal, social, and political data; science teachers may offer suggestions for .studying a variety of natural phe-
nomena; mathematics teachers can assist with the computational tasks; and agriculture teachers can contrib-
ute additional useful data. Every community has residents who work.for government agencies, industriesr-and
community institutions who can contribute information. Also, members Of garden clubs, `civic groups, service
organizations, and recreational groups can offer much valuable assistance to the schools. Cooperative efforts
among pupils, teachers, and members of,the 'community will fend to produce the richest and most rewarding
environm ntal experiences for the children.

In the Secohdary School (8-1i) ;;,

By' the time most students reach high SchoOl age they are capable of ratherSophisticated learning ekperi-
ences. Also, they d: to ask more challenging questions about their environments. Inilesligation§- Nine
throug aeventeeri were written with high schecl students in'mind. The combination of older studentsasking
more hallenging questions, when brought to ether with the more spedialized teachers- of the secondary
school , can insure the development, of extiffely effective environmental investigations. Much expertik can
be brought to bear on the"forinulation'and conduct of envirortmtntal javestigatiehs if.teachers'froin tile various
subject matter areas cooperate as advisory teams working with studentsand members of the community in the
devel merit of strategies for seekirig answers to student questions abou ' their environments...

Al hough the first eight investigations in this Guide were written for elementary school riupils, feathers in
secon hoolS' are encouraged to examine these. sample investigations to adapt them for use by their stu-
dents. 'T ay be particularly important initially, sinc many secondary students are not nicely to hOe had
this type struction in their earlierschooling. .

The of the national, world, and State environment will involte vicarious experiences. The sample
investigation in this Guide are limited to those environmental phenomena which may lie experienced directly.
Nevertheless, the insight gained from investigations, of concrete materials should help students in dealing with,,
abstract environmental investigations. The development of these investigations should follow principles similar

- to those stated in:the section of this Guide entitled "Composition'and organization of the Guide". Whenever
possible, vicarious experiences should be made more "real" through intelligent use of instructional media, tele-
Vision, newspapers, and guest speakers. The amount of abstract characteristics of such investigations suggests
that they SbOuld be appropriate to the specific grade levels in junior and senior high school.

is

of i
tud

Additional Suggestions

^ After teachers have organized environmental investigations and investigations are completed, several
other considerations will become evident. Some suggestions follow:

1. Organizing a Data Bank

D'aring the investigations, much data will be collected that relates to particular investigatione.
Some will be acquired frorri local individuals and agencies and'others, will be found in various publi.:
cations. To prevent annoying individuals,and agencies and to avoid needless repetition of data col-
lecting procedures, it might be helpful to esta1 litt. a central file to collect and store data related td
the local environment. A simple system might consist of file, cads with lecally-collected pieces of
data and/or data-reduction summaries plus a library of related

10



.d.
. 2. Organizthg an Investigation File

As a source for ideas for investigations and.as a mean for introdu cing new teachers to he

schoors'envirbnmental education program, a file, of \a1,4 investigations conducted By students, in the
school can be very helpful. Records of 'these investigatfonS shouldtincludei teacher(s) narne(s); grade
level; questions raised; inveStigatory procedureS;.summary of findings; teacher comments identifying
problems, particularly successful experiences; and suggestions for modifying future related investiga-
lions. . .

,
3. Library Resources for Environmental Education

tJ ''' '.*
1.,

Teachers should be alert for useful references to support locally- developed environmental. hives- .

tigations and see that, where possible, they are purchased by the schobl libra n. Fileof newspaper
clippings and'magazine articles about local environmental issues might be'place in the school library.
The list of Readings in Environmental Education (Appendix) in this Guide .may provide a starting
point for the development of ,useful jibrary resources for the suppbrt of local environmental, eduqa-
tion IA-prams. ''t

V

4. Evaluation
.1,

. The evaluation of diverse continuing learning expenen ces poses special challenges. It is the
mature behavior of students that provides the true measure of success of environmenteeducatiOn pro-.
grams: Nevertheleos,, there are means for inferring the effectiveness' of environmental education ac-
tivities wifhin A school program.. Teachers should attempt to answer such questions as the' rolluwing to
determine the effect' eness of the program:

I.
a4 .

11. k,.- .

't
.

a.' After completi an investigation, do, the students ask better questions in commencing subsequerrA
,

6 investigations? . .
. .

b. Do 'Students use their resources more effectively in developing new investigations? '
c. In discussing different value-based reactions to .their environments, -do students show. more toler-

''ance of Other points Of view?.n. ..I 9
d. Is there any evidence thetS students have tried to help their parents exhibit" perforinance character-

., oth.,
F

istics of greater environmental awareness? .
e. Does the behavior of students within thk school appear to reflect the influence of their euviron-
. e . .

,, mental investigations?
., j 1 r )

-

d>
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III. 4-ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS (K-7). ,., , ,,.
tnvironmentail education transcends all subject areas of the elemen school curriculum,.;Katlition.

ally, environmental' education has been a small part of elententary school se once'. Yet, etivironftiental Ouch-
tion crosses all curricular areas. The previously mentioned trends include discovery pd'inquiry a rich as
concept development. Suchtrends also are,found.in other areip,of the curricithunrespecially social studies.
Thus, it becomes' increasingly less complex to'unify environmental education through all instructional areas

.. .

of the curricula.
. _

.... The following the suggestions that may be used to develop a viable environmental 'education program in
-:0

the elementary school: - ,,, . -60
,

I. Throyebraitistorming sessions the faculty can determine, in part, concepts to be developed in the
environmental education program. Such concepts should include local environmental problems (e.g.

- lack of a sewage disposal system, strip-mining.areas, and location of zoning variances).
. -

?, A chairman should be selected to coordinate' all such attempts and to aid the faculty in organizing
a program.' Some released time away from teaching duties may be necessary.

,S. 'Local aids and materials must be used fully. Thertfore, it is imperative that a collection of such, ma-
terials be made, using a 3. 5 card file or some other Means. Local newspaper editors, mining coml.
pany personnel, city government ,officials, agriculture leaders, and others, in the locality 'should be
used as resource persons to aid the classroom leacher in the environmental education program:

4. It is important that teachers who represent all grade levels be used and that they are encouraged to
contribute to group efforts.'

. Monies, logistkal planning, and time away from thd school grounds for environmental studies should
be a part of the program, especially in elementar)r school.

6. Careful consideration should be given to the broad range ofirlach stpdent's interests, needs, abili-
ties in incorporating environmental education into, the Investigation'activities.must be tiff:
ferent for each student. .0*

v

7_. It is important to corr elate environmental education with the subject areas of the curricultim, (e.g.,
science, social studies, writing, reading, spellingq art, music, mathematics, and physical education).

8. Opportunities should he provided to use the school grounds as an outdoor laboratory to investigate
environmental education ,concepts. Through school and community efforts some elementary schools
have developed outdoor laboratories which have become a viable part of the school curriculum.

9. The school librarian should be part of the total teach-Mg effort.

B. Characteristics of Children aiid Their
ImplicatiOirfs for Environmental Education

During the eight years a child,:st)ends in elementary school (Grades K-7), dramatic changes occur in his
cognitive abilities, communication skills, motor development, social skills, and moral, reasoning. 'thus, a child
in the upper elementary grades isNery different from a child in the middle elementary grades who, in turn, is (
different from a child in the lOwer elementary grades. These changes in children occur at different rates in

12
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different children and in a more or less continuous fashion. In the prepal:ttion of tlkis guide, it was felt that
a successful environmental education program must reflect these differences..

For guidancae in selecting appropriate activities, the teacher is referred to the allowing- tables in which
some generalization about children in the lower, middle, and upp.erelementary grades arc identified with, their
implications for the environmental cdtteatitlfi program,

Children in the tower elementary grades:

I. arc curious and employ all their senses in
exploring their surroundings.

a

2. ... bring to school a wide variety of eb
abilities.

Implications for environmental education:

I. Activities should promote touching, hbaring,
seeing, and smelling as ways for gathering
formation about their environments.

itive 2. Activities should be developed which offer chil-
dren of differing cognitive abilities* the oppot-,
tunity to participate and succeed.

3. Activities should minimize time, space,/ and
distance aspects,of the e6ironment.

4. Activities should emphasize objects with a rela-
tively small numba of_ppoperties.

S. Activities requiring logical development of re-
lationships should be minimized, particularly in
the early grades.

3. ... are limited in their ability to interpret time,
space, and distance..

4. ... have difficulty in realizing that objects have
several properties.

5. ... have difficulty thinking logically.

6. begin reasoning simple cause and effect re-
lationships:

7. ...like immediate results and lose interest in
prolonged experiences.

8. ... seek out identification and -clarification of
their individual roles as

9. ... are limited in the complexity and variety of
their communication

)

10.. ... are apable of recognizing the mood of a
speaker as factual, serious, or humorous.

b/
1. enjoy pictures and read their'own experit

ence into them as they talk about what they see..

12. :enjoy using various artforms and media as
*means of expressing their ideas' and feelings.

.

13. ... enjoy sharing their experiences with others
' in their class.

6. Activities should promote the examination of
simple cause and effect relationships in the en-
vironment.

7. Activities s,hould be Vatied, bri, and scaled
to thq attention span of the children.

8. Activities 'show d include experiences aimed at
ansiring cidestion*, "Who am I?" in rela-
tion to ,t it environment.

9. Activities should assist children jn expanding
and strengthening their use of verbal and non-
verbal conniiiinicatiorf skills.

10. This suggests the importance of the teacher's
interest, sincerity,ond concern while speaking
with the children abOut the environment. .

I I. Careful selection of pictures by tht teacher can
promote interest'in the environment and foster
the_ consideration of simple relationships.

12. The children's use of forms and media can
provide valuable information concerning the
children's knowledge of, and attitudes toward,
their environment.

13. Discussion and guided cluestioiting by the
teacher may promote understanding of environ-

,,

,mental phenomena as they relate to the chili
dren'sexperience.

13
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14. ... enjq listening to stories read to them.

15. ... enjoy collecting objects from nature 'and
technology.

16. have limited ps,ychomotor coordination,
dexterity, and stamina.

..g..

17. ...'possess a rudimentary moral sense based on
highly personal concepts of right and Wrong.

Children in thedniddle elementary grkdes begirt to:

I. have difficulty initially in isolating variables
and "often proceed from step to step in thinking
without relating each link to all others.

2. ... distinguish between observations and infer-
ences.

3. .. :distinguish between fact and opinion.

4. . develop special interests and hobbie's.

... understand the relationship between Cause
and effect. ,

6. .. . have increased and refined psychomotor
skills.

7. : .. show increasing concern'for the authenticity
of materials which they read.

8. ... detect more subtle forms of a speaker's in-
tent: informative, perso.asive, evasive.

9. ... become increasingly involved as awktersonal
commitment is made.

10. ... become more capable and desirous of in-
volvement in making decisions.

1

tl

14. By careftilly selecting stbries to be read, teach-
.. eh can help children become interested

ous aspects of their environment.

Interests revealed by the children's collections
may serve as'a focus for planned envirionmental
experiences.

16. Activities slufkild be selected which do not make
unrealistic demands on the cshildren's psycho-
motor capabilities and endurance.

17. Activities should be chosen which avoid com-
plex value dilemmas relate to externally-based
moral systems.

'45.

Implications for environmental education:
* .

1. Early in this period, .activitieT should involve
small numbers of variables and minimal em-
phasis on logical relationships.

2. Activities should promote the distinction be-
tween observing and inferring and the -logical
basis for the process of inferring.

Activities should promote the distinction be-
tween fact and opinion and their relative worth
as a basis for decision-making.

4. Activities should offer children the opportunity
to pursue their individual interests.

5. Activities should present situations in which
cause-effect relationships may be examined.

6. Activities may be developed which require in-
creased psychomotor' coordination.

7. With th teacher's assistance, children may be
helped t question the authenticity of readings
about the environment.

8.. The degree of interest, enthusiasm, and com-
mitmeht which the teacher possesses in rela-
tion to environmental issues becomes increas-
ingly evident to the children.

9. Activities should stress an action orientation
that will result in a stronger commitment to the
improvement of the children's environment.

10. Activities should involve children in making
decisions about themselves and their environ-

,
ment.15,
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11. , .. function as part of a group and begin to
derstand social requirements and social re-

sp nsibility.

\
12. ... rel e vicariously to people and places

through terature.

13, develop moral reasoning based on viewing
lire from other points of view than their own.

Children in the dpOr elementary grades begin to:

I. ... handle two or more variables with ease and .
cOinprehetid logical relationships.

2. ...1make predictions based on past experi-
ences. -.

,

3. ... develop the capability to hypothesize and
develop simple tests of hypOtheses.

4. ... develop the ability to discriminate, clarify,
and challenge experiences.

5,... see discusiion as a war of working toward
group decisions and the resolution of issues.

... become capable` of understinding decision-
malau processes and the resulting implications
of making decisions.

p.

7. ... need the opportunity 0 assume responsi-
bility in order to learn the relationship between
choice and responsibility.

8. ... feel an emotional attaelareent,toward their
country and begin developing enduring patrio-
tism.

9. .. examine and question established belief
systems.

a.

10. ... comprehend moral reasoning based on what
is best for society, the greatest number, or the-
sooial order.

-

15
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11. Activities should foster group experiences and
promote the idea that the actionsof individuals
affect groups and that the individual has a
responsibility to the group.

12. Learning about other environments through use
of carefully selected literature may help chil-
dren examine their own enVironmentS more
critically. 1

13. Activities can provide opportunities for,inaking
moral deasions on a basis rather than what is
right or wrong for one as an individual,

Implications for environmental education:

1. Activities may deal with 'several variables 'andvariables
promote -the search for logical 'relationsliipS

2. Activities may be 'developed which emPhasi*
predicting.

3. Activities should promote the formulation of
hypotheses based otudata and the development
of means for testing them.

4. Activities should 'promote the identification of
significant factors in a complex environmental

Yscting and promote the clarification of environ-
mental issues. 44

. '

5. Activities may be developed around more com-
plex issues to be resolved through group proc-
esses.,

6. Activities should provide opportunities for chi
dren to make decisions and,be responsible for
the resulting co sequ,dnces.

.

7. Activities sh kild promote choice and decision-
making in context of responsible action.

8. Activiti s May be developed to encourage feel-
ingsngs o reSp,onsibility byte dividual toward
the b terment olis country,

.
9. Anti ti .may be developed which raise ques-

fiats ab ut belief systems and allow the exami-
natio o the foUndational beliefs on which such
syste s re based.

.
10. Activi les may be developed which promote

more c tinplex mpalltttlAnents about environ-
mental issues. a

,
).
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Goals and Objectivls

lAxemplary Investigation (K-7)

INVESTIGATION ONE: HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

.1,
,

. . The goal of this investigation is to help students understand/ humans as living things sharing many of the,
characteristics of other living things bat also, possessing unique characteristics. During the investigation, sit- -
dents -wik . t

. 1. Diki uish living Irdrn non-living 'things on, 'the basis of.their characteristics.
Z. Classify 1 ing and non-living things on the basis of a variety of criteria. .-

. . . . .3. Distinguish ans firom,other.organisms In, terms. of physical, social, and emotional characteristics.
4. Identify the natur nd role of pal.ental care in rearing young animals, including humans.

. 5. Clarify the values then Piny in Snaking judgments about various human traits.
. 6. Determine,wayi by which k may acquire those characteristics one may consider desicable and

relinquith`those one may cons' e ndesirable.
7. 'Exaniine ways to develop.concern fo w er people. '
8. Assist others in solving' problems.

,
"---......,

9. Determint, ways in which people interact with ea .ther and th jr environments. s

T

Questions: I

411,

o

r 1

. A. What are some characteristics of living and non-living objects as
B. What similarities and differences.are found between-human beings
C. What characteristics should all humans have?
D. How can we help people to be more concerned about otherpeople?
E. What relationships exist among people and their environments?

re they classified?
mg organisms?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question \
What are some of the characteristics of living and non-living objects and how are,they classified?

Processes .- Suggested Procedure

Classifying 1. Ask the children to identify objects in their classroom as living br non-living.
Try to have many of boat types of objects in the room. If you have alimited
number of living objects in the room, have students make observation outside-
of the school building. - /

2. From the lists of' living and ion-living objects identified above, have,,the chil-
dren loo fyr similarities and differences in order to develop a set cliarae-
terisdc untque o each irotip. Also, deterniine Which characteriss a 'Com-

-mon o each gro p.
3. Ha the child' n group 'fferent sets of non-living objects. or example:

a. c llections of ;roc s, paper clips, buttons .,

' b senaire od s
obj, cts fou i the daSsromn

d. obj is in th s rrounding chool environmen such as:
(1) ad tree \ -s ' (4) tV antennas
(2) h uses v., (5) smokestacks

Classifying
Infdrring
Comparing
Decision-making
Classifying

(3) cars (6) bicycles
C

t

a
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Classifying
Decision-making

Classifying
Decision-making

Question I

0

4. Have the children draw a set of liviu organi$.61 cards (one organism per card)
or use pictures cut from magazines.
a. -Irf small groups, have the children classify theseTidt tires into groups (sets)

and determine the c iteria used by other groups.
b. Have the children uggest criteria for new groupings.

5. Have the Children form roups from among their classmates.
a. Let them decide the asts for each group.
b. Have them .form di ent roups on the basis of a new set of criteria.
c. Is one method' of groupings perior to IF others?

N.

What ,similarities and differences are found between human beings and other. Living organisms?

Processes'

Observing
Data-collecting

Data-collecting
Inferring
Observing

Data-collecting
HypothesiAing

Decision-making

C. Question .

e

Processes,
Valuing

ofnmunieating
cision-making

Inferring
Communicating
Decision-making
Inferring
Valuing' .;

\Decision-making
Inferring

al tting

Suggested Procedure

Develop a list of similarities and differences
Ring organisms in relation t6':
a. physical characteristics
h. social characteristics
c: -emotional characteristics

I.,

(

between human beings and ot, er

,

2. Study the habits of some organisms that have similar, social patterns
(bees, ants, baboons). Set up an ant farm or visit a bee hive and re
servations about their activities. Use sufficient safety precautions.
a. What similarities do you find?
b. What differences do you find?

3. Examine patterns of rearing the young displayed by human and on-human
organisms.
a. Compare the length of time,pf adult control over th&ir yo ng between

human and non -human animals.
b. How can you azeount,for the great length of time chydren

by .adults?
cl How do children feel about, this control by parents? Ask

make a list of th&e things they should be able to decide n

jBarents should decide for them. (This could be done in smal
then combined.to-form a class list:)

-

o man
ord ob-

What characteristic's should all fhuthant have?

Suggested Procedure
40

As a glass project or in small groups, have students prepare lists of human

upervfsed

hildren to
-those their
groups and

traits they eonside desirable.
4.1

Within small groups develop lists-of human/traits that ar'
humans xoneerned wi h the environment.

,

3. hive each child the chance, to list any three items that he
but had not been able to el. Auction the' items off t

4. Ask each ehild,to determine s best and worst:habits., Ask
add tWo good. habits and drop t bad habitS from hisllife.'

characteristics of

r she wnted to buy
the whole\ class.

17
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Inferring
Valuing
Decision-making

D. Questio

How an

Processes

Communic ting
Decision-i aking

Com unidating
Deci ton-making

rring
H, pothesizing

ecision-making

Decision-making

Communicating

E. Question.

What

Proces

Observing
Inferring
Hypothesizing
Comparing
Hypothesizing

Inferring
Hypothesizing

f

5. Make a list of personal strengths you think you would like to have. Make a
matching list of strengths you feel, you already have. Set up a scheme by which
someone will teach you a strength that you would like to have.

we help people to be more concerned aboul other people?

Suggested Procedure I

1. Using the list of desirable human traits compiled earlier, develop means (e.g.,
skits, posters, school activities) for encouraging other children in the, school to
practice these "good".traits. '(It is important that,the children decide on the
methods to be used.)

2. Using the methods found to be successful\in D-11, relate efforts to improving
human behavior towards the environment. 'Extend these activities beyond the
school environment. Develop ways of influencing the behavior of local resi-

dents.
3. Have each child do something nice for someon

secret. After they ,have done this, have them
feelings. Ask them if they found out anything about being human?

in the school' but keep it a-."
ake a personal list of their

4. Choose a person in.'your community such as a te
principal. Find out Nvhat their most serious probl
a way they could solve these. problenis.' (This ca
individuals.)

5. With parental approval, talk someone ,in the commu ity into letting you work
with them long enough for you to learn and help ea h "othet. (This could be
a logical way to integrate career education as part of the environment education
cyrriculum. Children working with for,esters, land use planners, and other
environmentally oriented careers could do much to expand the ideas of all

Concerned.)

cher, policeman, student, or
s are and try to work out
be done as a class or as

relationships exist among peOple and t 'r environments?

Suggested Procedure

0

1. Whe people are in differing environments do they relate to other people in
varying ways? (As an example, do people on a morning comtbuter.bus react
differently to strangers than they would to strangers at a sporting eventV

2. Visit a shopping "mall," observe .t people and compare ,them with people
shopping on the main street of yo community. Did the architects have some-
thing in mind (reaction of pew e to the environment) when they designed the A

"mall" shopping center?
3. Have students attempt to explain why people continually discard trash on road-

sides despite "NO Dumping" signs?

INVESTIGATION TWO:- THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Goals and Objecti es

inte
and

The goals of t
ct with each o
e students' co

is inxestigation are tk) help students view their classrooms as an environment in which they

ter and with other fators. In addition, relationships b tween the classroom environment

m unity are explored. During the investigation students ill:

1/4
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N ..,

1. Measure various physical properties of the classrooms and determine how pupils are affected by
there. , j . )

-,..,

2. Examine relationships between- physical properties of the school environment and those of the 'class-
rooin. -

3. Determine some
.
of the consequences of eliminating one or more of the identified classrooni resources

for a day.
cY

4. Consider ways various classroom resources might be used more efficiently.
5. Examine physical properties of rooms in the students' homes in a manner similar to that employed in

.studying their classroom. .

6. Consider ways in which all ,the members of a class can deal with a change in the classroom proposed
'by an individual student. 4

r

7. Examine the rules Which govern behavior' in the classroom, why-they exist, and where they driginate. /7
8. Determine the consequences of existing in the classroom for a day in the absence of all rules.
9. Exalnine rules which might be created to lead to improved environmental conditions.

10. Consider the extent to which all people abide by rules. ,,,'
fl. Attempt to determine what rules (laws) already exist in the community to r gulate the-eu ironment.
12. xa ine rules which seem to regulate people's behavior but, are not part of a body 6 slaw.

/13'. ons-derthe means by which the need for additional laws is determined.
/ 14. Examine the basis employed in the development f new laws for the.',.commu

\

Questions:

A. What are the characteristics of your classroom?
B. In what ways is your elassi-oom similar or different to your room at home?
C. What rules govern your activities while in the classroom?
D. What rules-do people live 'by iriyour community-?-.

Conducting the Investigatio)n

A. Question

What are the ,characteristics of your classroont:?,

Processes

Data-collecting

Suggestd Procedure
..'.. 7

I. Using cldssroom material and metric measurements (paper, rulers, ther- `

,-,.., mometers) determine as many of the phyical characteristics (e.g., temperature,
volume, area) of your loom as you can.
For example: 0.

7

a. How much floor space is thtre in the room?
t

b. Determine the area per chil4 and compare that to theIrrea pe c ild in a
home,' bus, car, °Iplayground. . .

c. What,,is the average daily temperature in the room?
,--

1. Is it the same near the floor?
l

2, Is it the same near the ceiling?
3. Is it the samenear the window?

erring d. How do you account for your findingSVDo all rooms. in your school show
pbthesizing similar temperature findings2.--111h fOr why not? Does the surroUnding - \ ---..

school environment affect the temperature 'within your room? How can
you find out?

19
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Data- collecthg 2. What kind.of furniture is in your room?

a. Do you haveindividual desks ot tables?
b. Are the desks or tables kept ip a pattern?
c. What kind of flooring do you have?
d. Do you 'have bookcases and how are they atfranged?
e? Are there water and toilet facilities in your loom?
f. What kind of and how many lighting fixtures, do you have?

Hypothesi ing 3. After Waxing completed a listing of your classroom resources, elithinate the use

Decision- aking of each for one day (e.g., no, use (ilf desk for a day). What effect does this have

. on your classroom? Can you continue your normal school (life) style?

Data-collecting 4. How can you find out the amount of paper your class uses every' day? Every

week? Every month?

a. Where does paper come from?
b. How much does it cost? What otheVinnerill the cost of 25 sheets of

paper buy?

Data-collecting c. Examine the paper 'thrown away after, one. school clay. How much. of it

Hypothesizing still was usable? What are some ways that your class _could d\crease the
use of paper .'Othout affecting the instructional program?

Inferring d. Once paper is 13s d what kappens. to it? Where does it go? Can it be
re-used? Would it b piossigle for your school to save its paperancl take it
to a recycling plant? ith the money received for the paper, could you find
ways of improving the e 'vironment of your schools' classroom?

Data-collecting 5, Find out the same things ab ut energy (light, heat,' etc.); water, and human

Hypothesizing resources in the classroom as y u did with paper in Step 4.

Decision-making .

Inferring 4--
°Communicating
Valuing

B. Question

6. Do any of your findings in Steps 4 nd 5 relate to the use of energy and ma-
terials in your community? How a d why would yep make people in the
community aware of your investigatio ?

'
i

i

In what ways is your classroom similar or different from a room in ur home?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Data-collecting 1. As you did,for your classroom, obtain the phys,ical characteristics (i.e., amount
of floor space, volume, temperatures, and kinds of furniture) of a-room in your
hoine (e.g., bed-room, kitchen, living room, Or family room).

Data-collecting 2. Make a list of these characteristics on the chalkboard. After yours classmates

Inferring have provided information about their rooms, compare the difference and simi- .

larities of all the rooms, including your classroom. Are there similarities be-

tween rooms in your homes and your classroom?

Decision-making 3. Are there things about your rooms at home that Would like to see"-itt your

classroom (e.g., rug, curtains, and rocking chair)?

Valiting
Decision-making

4. Are there things in
qL

the classroom you like to see removed? What if some
'of your classmates do not want it remov ? How can you teeide with such
a disagreement?

/ t,
, 20
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C. Qiiestion

What rules govetit your activities while in the classroom?

Pr9sses
Data-collecting

Decision-making
Valuing
Valuing
Decision-making

°

Decision-making

I. Why J4tito we haVe rules in our classroom? 'Do we need them? Could we get
along vDith no rules? Do some of us need rules more ,than 'others? Prepare a
list of the rules ofyour classroom and then do the following:

a. Suspend MI classroom rules for a day. At the end', of the day, make a list
of, the good and bad results.

b. Identify, the rules you think would be absolutely essential in, your class-
room. How can you decide which rules to adopt? Does everyone have to

40, agree to the same set of rules? What happens if someone decides that they
do not want, to follow the rules?

c. Prepare a list of student-developed classroom rules and live by them for
Valuing several days.

.,
(1) Do ypu need to eliminate some of them?

,(2) Da you have to add or modify some rules?
(3) How will-you change your classroom rules in the future?

.
Decision-making d. What rules can the class agree upon to overcome any problems discovered-

when you, surveyed the classroom environment in Part
classroom,

..

Valuing e. As you set up a system of environmental rules for your 'Classroom, do you
DeciSion-making et need to consider the rules of the school, your principal, your teacher, or

your parents? .. OW'
f. Is it fair if your' class has a differeht set of rules than those used in other

0 'classrooms?
2. Make a list of rules that you think would improve the environment if people,

followed them. . 4 .

lion- making a. Would all people follow these rules ?' How can you find out (e.g., opinion
. poll, questionnaire?

b. If you told people that they had to Obey these rules, would they? Did. you ,

and your classmates obey All of the rules in your classroom?'
ta-collecting c.. Does your community already have laws which inflhence the environment

(e.go.zoning regulations, ,nti-litter laws)? Are they effective?
d. Were w)these laws as ecause people were concerned ,about environ-

mental deterioration'? not, for what other reasoi were they passed!?
e. Could you have laws passed in your community to 'require people to live

by your rules? Who woad- pass these laws and how would they be en-..._...
forced? Can we improve our environment by telling people exactly what
they have to do?

ring

Data- Jetting

Valuing

D. Question

What rules do people live by in your community?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Data-collecting I. Prepare a list of the rules (laWs) which, a t the act Vities of peop a in your
Valuing community and determine where these rul s a deCipli upon and VY whom

(i.e., the community, State agencies, tederal)agencies) Ailet any of these sources
of rules more important than any othersrVVhy? `"

1' 21
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Data-collecting 2. Who decides on the isles followed by a community? Are these rules ever
changed? How?

Inferring 3. Are there rules a community follows that are not established by a specific gov-

Valuing ernmental 'body (e.g., not making loud noises late at night)? Why are these
rules followed when there is no Means of enforcement? Are rules which are

iValuing adopted unofficially'by a community more important or a4ered to more often
than the "official" rules of the community?

Data-collecting . 4. What laws- has your community adopted that are related ':to, improving the "

Valuing 'environment? How were these laws adopted? Were they supportedtry everyone
in the community ?' Is it fair to enforce laws, with Which not everyone agrees?

Do-these laws have ,any economic effects on the community? Were some of
these laws adopted-to prevent deterioration of the environment at present? To
eliminate-future deterioration?

Data-collecting What State and federal laws and regulations have been passed which affect

your community's environment? Is it fair to have laws that affect, you and

Valuing yoir community enforced by State and federal' officials? When these laws
weie passed, did your community have a voice in the decision? Is it impor-

'
tant whether you participated in making these laws?

Data-echlecting 6. Are there local, State, and federal laws being considered which deal with en-

, vironmental ployms? What groups of people are supporting or opposing

Decision-making these laws? How can students influence decisions about adopting new enviion-
, mental laws?

7. Frequently deepions, including thOie which relate to the quality of 'the environ-

ment, are made on 'an emotional basis without due regard to accurate and
unbiased information. Choose a current environmental problem in your com-
munity and examine the information Which will serve as a basis for decision-
Making. Consider the following in determining how decisions might be matte:

Valuing a. Who collected the data related to the problem? Do they have a 'vested
interest which will profit by the decision?

b. Who analyzed the information? Was the analysis unbiased?

c: Were a variety of viewpoints considered in the decision-making process?

d. Were impact studies, -projeering the consequences of alternative decisions,
made, prior to the final decision?

Valuing
Data-collecting

Data-collecting

INVESTIGATION "THREE: THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

Gals and Objelves
,:.

The goals of this investigation are to help the students examine more closely their school,. environment,

identify the natural, man-made, and cultural aspects of it, and use it as a model to better understand their
con-mini-thy environment. During the investigation, the student will

1-; Identify the natural and man-made objects in the schOol environment.

.2. 'Indicate thee-irtey value different aspects of the school environme t.

3. Express emotional and aesthetic reactions to. the school environment through se ral art forms.

4. :Conduct a study of one aspect of the school environment.
5.. Collect data which will illustrate changes in the school environment. ..

6. 'Cojetermine the extent to which changes in one aspect of..the school envir trient are associated With

other changes. ,

7. Stitdy the relationship between structure and function on the school environment.

8. Make observations of the environment in thei.area adjacent to the school.

9. Identity similarities and differenCes ketween die school and community environments.

22
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10. valuate the observations mack of the community enviriinment in terms or personal affectivity.
11. Determine the 'means by which human activities are regulated by law in the community environment.
12, Communicate thfough wrilteneexpression the concept of an Weal community.
13. Determine ways to change the school environment.
14. Determine ways to change the communjty environment,

Questions:

A.' What 'are some characteristics of tilit immediate environment outside the school?
B. How are the conditions around the school similar or different from the surrounding community?
C. Can students influeyce decisions relating to the school and community environment?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Otestion

What are some characteristics of the immediate environment outside the school?

I

,t
Processes Suggested Procedure

. e I

Observing ' 1. Have the children walk around the school grounds and observe carefully the

i., natural and- map-mad ects in the environment. Have them list their .07 -'
servations and then c ssif them in terms of: ' .;.

. '. , P
Classifying .a. objects they like /
Valuing i b. objects they dislike ,

c. objects which seem essential
d. objects which seem unnecessary
e. objects which they would change'or remove if they could

objects, not now present in the school environment, they would add if they

Communicating
Valuing

could

2. Collect "junk" material from the school -environment and use it to create a
work of art (mobile or collage). Try to have your art work express:

a. the job of the school environment
b. the ugliness of the siaool environment
c. the beauty,of the school environment
d. how you feel about the school environment.

.

.

Data-eoll cting .

Observing 3. ''Choose one aspect of the school environment and M ake a study of it. For
example:

.a. Shapes in the ,environment (a camera might be helpful)
b. sounds in -the environment (a portable tape recorder might be helpful)
c. smells in the environment

,

d. .rules that govern the use of the environment
e. people in the environs ent (a camera .might be helpful)

t,..

4. When you have completed y6ur study,'report your findings to the class, discuss
them, and seek answers to the fallowing:

( 6
if a. Did the class

k
help you 'identify examples of your subject which you over-

looked?looked? - .
\

f
,

b. Were you able to show th class some things about their environ ent which
. .. -

were a surprise to them?
1 ' :

,, ..

.- ,-
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Observing
Data-collecting

4

w

41
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5. Study your school environment sarefully.everyday for a eek. At the end of
the week, diScuss with the class any changes in the environment *hicli you
observed. ,For example: tdo

'a. Werc:,there changes in bushes, trees, or lawn areas?
b. Were there chang9s in the amount or of litter on the school

grounds?
c. Were there changes in the wetness or dryness of the soil?
d. Were there'chenges in the temperature of the air or Of the soil? ,-9;

° e. Did the size of tbe school grounds Change? ,

Ar. f. Were there changes in the number of cars or bicycles in thp school parking
lot? . ,

g. Were there changes in the numbe of students at VariouslocatiOns on,the
schoolgrounds? ,

Observing 6. When sharing your findings about changes in the school environment, did you

,Inferring fInd any instances whe5e change in-one situation was associated with change in
another?. For example; ,-

change in weather and chkinge in the,number of students playint; on school-
grounds

Observing

B. Question

b, change in. weather and change in the number of students who ride bicycles
to sc . ,

...,
.

c change in amount of sunlight availabre and change in number of students
playing on school grounds .

d. t halve in time of day and change in the number of st, ts 'playing on

%
1
:

,

-school grounds g
,

7. Make a simple map of tjazschool grounds. Show locations of buildings, roads,
parking areas, playing fields, trees, shrubs, and lawns. Then:.
`a. Study the flow pi traffic (people and vehicles) &round the school grounds

and plot the areas of maximum traffic activity on your map:
b. Determine hbw various parts of the school environment are designed to.

cope with particularly heavy traffic: ,

.s.
,

c. Identify these areas which have heat/ traffic but are not specifically de-
0- signed for it.

4

How 'are conditions iround' the school similar or different from the surrounding community?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Observing
Data-collecting

r. Have alass walk through a part of the community near your school. Have
students identify as

0
many features of the community environment as they

, Fpr example:

a. paved streets
b. street lights
c. "lawns
d. trees aid bushes__
e. buildings
f. fences
g. traffic
h. people

24



'Valuing

Datat.collecting

4,

"

'ar

2. Have students: -

a. identify items in their list which may be found in fhe school environment
and those which mdy not bg found in the school' environment,

b. Detertnine if learning abouf the school environment will_ help ,them learn
about tffeir communir

3. Haye students identify.'the things they liked and disliked on their walk through
the community. Have them suggest' ways/to change the things they don't like. '

4. Have Students determine if there are rules which regulate thecommunity'en-
, vironment. For example, laWs regulating: ' ...

... 21. ,
'a. lioeed Iimitk ... 3 e

b. rise levels .

,c. 'the use of land (zoning laws) ,, 4 IL

, d. burning '
g. wateriuse ..

A.- , S

5. Have students seek answers' to the following: Do you, agree with these laws,
0 . ,

s are- laws needed which do not exist," and can yogi influence which laws are

P .
V'

created? ,1 0 ''

' Communicating . 6. Have*stuanfg write a story describing.the.ideal communityZie which would

C .. have all the things yosu like and noneof the things you dislike. .,
.

C. Question 4

Can students influence decisions relating to the school and community environments?

Proisses Suggested Procedure

1. Identify something (an object, a \ a condition) in your schooll environment
which you believe many ituflents diilike. Have studentsdo the following:.

Data-collecting a.' Determine the percentage of studentS and leathert,,pho also dislike the

,,same thing. I '
,. . .

Predicting b. If the answer to part a. is a small percentage, whin dppyou think the

..,
chances are that- Some change can occur when most students and teachers
do not share your dislike? . , ct . -, ,:s,- -.

Data-collecting c. If the answer td. part a. is a large percentAge, collect detailed evidenc_.:e
which will indicate the precise nature of the object.of yolq dislike. Deter-
mine if itis harmful (Have ,any students been lawt,by It?), offensive to.the

.4. eye (W hy?), offensive to .tp .,e nose (What Causes the smell?). ... 4
d. Determine ways the object of your diilike 'inight4be changed Consider

various alternatives and rank them in t "Ins pf cog, time ,required, special
-Data-collecting

Predicting

Communicating

Communicating

equipment, or skills iequired. .;,,. .

e. Develop arguments to support the alt rnatives yotiThave identified. How
will the environme t be improved by these recommendations?

f. Prepare a presenta ion in which ,you clearly display the nature of your
complaint, and the evidence to support your 'arguments for changing it
and present yolirli t otilternatives'ina, cleat, concise wd'y. (Photographs,
graphs; and taped ,interviews with students ,and 'teachers may help youf
presentation.) /

,
-4..

HaVeyour class fake the5presentation,.to the principal, Make it clear that
.. ;:,

you understand s need to study your mate Is and consider the alterna-
tives. Try to n otiate a' time in the near when he will respond to
your request.

g.

ef\
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`fit

r

\ , ..

Inferring I. If. your request was turned down, what reasons were offered in support,

.,..
of the decision? How would you change your method of preparing your

.. ' presentation if you were to repeat it?
Observing i. If your request was accepted, did the principal encourage you; to make

.similar presentations 'in the future? : 4

2. Have students consider the methods uselin seeking a change in the school
4

environment and the implications of these methods in seeking A change in the
community to determine the f011owing:

a. How 'Would you enlist he aid of parents and of e, '

b. What difficulties wet 'you encounter, in. Collecting data about problems in
the community nvironment which you did not encounter in the school

. . enVirotiMent problem? . .

Communicating, c. What rile can community newspapers play in attempts to bring about
changes in thecommunityn ,

d. Mere would yotulook for eientilleally aceuraid data to.support efforts,to
bring abotit change in the community environment?

._ _. . .,

INVESTIGAXION FOUR: GROWTH

.1,

Predicting

Data-collecting

Goals aid Objectives

The goals of this investigation are to have students examine the phenoniensin of growth in a variety of
settings, determine some of the factors which influence growlli, and consider the consequences of unrestricted
growth, particularly as it affects people. During this investigation, will:

1. Examine different instances of growth and establish criteria which can be used to establish the oc-
currence of growth.'

2. Determine the pattern of Their own individual growth.
3. Observe, measum, and record growth of both ,living and non-living things.

4. Collect data on the growth of plants under various conditions.
5. Evaluate the diffekent growth patterns' observed When plAnts are grown under various, ccinditienS.

6. Test hypotheses concerning the factors which influence successful plant growth.
' 7. Examine evidence, of .successful growth f particular species of plants in different locations on the

school grounds.
8. 'Collect evidenCe related to the, growth of their school and its consequences.
9. .Predict consequences of future'growth of the school on the students, teachers, etc. in the school.

10. Collect evidence related, to the growth of their community and the consequences of that growth. .

11. Predict the conseguences4of future growth of the community.
Relate community growth to economic factors which influence activities in the community.

13. Ntke judgments 'about the effects of community growth and the attitudes of residents toward this
growth.

14. Examine the consequences of crowding on plant growth in the classroom and in the field.
15. Determine indicators useful in detecting community growth and interactions.
16. Examirle the future consequences of current changes in th8 community..

Questions:
el

A. What is growth and why does it occur?
B. What'contributes to and limits growth?
C. What are'some consequences of unrestricted growth?

26
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Conducting the Investigation

A. Quistion

What is growth and why (Ides it occur?

Processes Suggested procedure

Observing
Data-c011ecting
Classifying,

0'

Observing
Data-collecting
Classifying

ComMtinication

Valuing
Decision-making

Observing
Infeyring

Measuring
Data-collecting
Observing
Communication

Inferring

if

B. Question.

What contributes

Processes

Experimenting
Data-collecting
Hypothesizing

Experimenting

Hypothesizing/
'Experimenting

0 p.

4

1. Starting Within the school, have the children identify as many things as possible
that are growing. Determine criteria to be used to identify growth. For ex-
ample:

ineiease in size
b. increase in mass
c. increase in volume

2. Repeat investigative strategy #1 but identify evidence of growth in the stir:
rounding school environment and community. Identify both living and non-
living examples of growth.

3. flaw, the students attempt to define growth either in a statement or a list of
criteria.

4. Using eut-out pictures, have the children make*posiOrs illustrating growth.
Have them cluster together'those pictures of grAthithay 1 and examples
of growth they do not like.

5. Have students bring in photographs or pictures of living things which show
some growth, oven a 'period of Awe. Have them tnake,a series of1drawings or

. a collection of,pictures illustrating this growth accoordingto increase in age:

6. Is growth always visible? Have each Child keep a record "of' his*growth pat-
terns. Make weekly measurements of their mass and heights.

7. Have students plant some seeds so that they may critically observe the groWth
of another living org'anism. Devise a way of making measurements of groWth
that can be illustrated graphically.

8. Have students start a crystal garden. Is this kind of growth different from the
growth of a plant or animal? What other examples of growth of non-living
things can you identify? Use safety precautions in handling chemicals.

to and liMits growth?

Suggested Procedure

I. Either in groups or individually, give the children some seeds, soil, and a. tray.
Ask theM to plant these seeds (peas, beans, or corn are best) and place this
tray anywhere in the room. Then compare the growtly results.,.Record data
on tiMe,of germination, percentage of germination and rate of growthYdve
the child devise ways of illustrating the data. Make comparisons betwedn

. plants in different locations and try to determine whysome plants grow larger
and/oi faster.

2. Plan,t some seeds outside in a variety of environments. Ag in compare the
results and ask the children to identify possible controlling fa tors.

3. Have the children list the factors that they believe control the growth of their
plants. How can they test their hypotheses? Assist. them in developing m ns
for testing these hypotheses.

27-
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Inferring 4. Try to find the same species of plant in 'different environments around the
school. (Note. Trees or ornamental flints are good.) How do the children
explain the difference in growth?

Hypothesizing 5. Is yotir school undergoing growth? How can' you determine this? If so, what
Data-collecting factors in your community account for this growth? Do you want more or
Valuing fewer children in your school? If the population of your school is increasing,

what changes may occur (i.e. more teachers, buses, cars, longer lunch lines,
less instructional material for each child, a new school will have to be built)?
Why are More people moving into your school community? If the school
population is decreasing, what factors might account for this?

Hypothesizing 6. Is your community undergoing growth? It so, why? If not, why? Do you'have,
Data-collecting some special resources that will support growth. in your community'? WItat
Communication happens if these resources are depleted? As more people move into your corn-
Decision-making munity what problems arise? Are there groups of people concerned with these

problems? Can you help them to cone& data and find solutions .to these
problems?

- Inferring 7 Are there economic factors present in your community that support or detract
Decision from its growth? Can you or members of your community influence these

economic factors?
Hypothesizing 8. Is the continued growth of your community good? How do people in your
Data-collecting community feel about growth? What ways could you get ,information about"

people's attitudes toward growth? What can you do with this information once
you have it?

C. Question

6 1? What are somenconsequences of unrestricted(gro th?

Processes Suggested Procedure

'Data-collecting 1. In a small plant flat or box, distribute a high concentration of seeds (radish,
Observing peas, or beans) and'in a second container plant identical seeds but reduce the
Measuring amdunt of seeds. Have students observe the growth patterns in each container
Inferring for several weeks. Plot this data (height/time and germination rate). Students,
Hypothesizipg should record observations indicative of the general health of plants involved.

What conclusions tbout growth can be reached? Da.your data support these
conclusions? Witt variations can you try on this experiment ?'

Data-collecting Z. If available, have students visit a local tree farm and record their observations
Inferring about the spacing of seedlings. Why are there large unplanted areas between

trees? Would you not have more trees if they were planted closer, yielding
a higher economic return per acre? Are the concepts of growth and economics
related?

Data - collecting 3.. Can you identify some indicators of growth within your communi,ty,(i.e. popu-
" Communicating lation, water usage and tax rate)? Find ways of illustrating these growth,

Hypothesizing patterns visibly. If one of these growth factors is increasing, will - it have an
Decision-making effect on other indicators of growth? Does there seem to be one central indi
Inferring 414, cator of community growth? What can you as an individual do to- influence
Valuing this growth pattern? If the people of your community are encouraging specific-

patterns of growth, are-they supporting certain values? What are these values
and does everyone agree on them? How can you find out? Do you agree with
them?
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Data-collecting 4. Are the preceding growth indicators having any effect on your community's-
Hypothesizing environment? What evidences of these can you identify? Ho can you make
Comniunicating people aware of these effects? Are some effects short to and others long

range? Do these growth indicators suggest any future chang s in the environ-
ment of your school or classroom?

INVESTIGATION FIVE: ME IN MY ENVIRONMENT
k

64 And Objectives

The goals of this investigation are to ,twlp the student to better understand his environment, the way
energy and materials in his environment influence him and Ire influenced by him, and the role of human ideas
and varues'in the relationship between an individual and his environment. During the investigation, the stu:
dent will: .1

I.
f .

Identify a large number of components which comprise his environment.

2. Distinguish among 'environmental components on the basis of living vs. nonliving and natural vs. man-
made.

3. Identify those aspects- of the environment which are subject to human influence.

Distinguish arrfong environmental components in terms pf those. which are directly observable phe-
nomena and those which exist as ideas or altitudes in a person's mind.

5. ProduCeOln envircimental interaction networlreflectip the relationships among a number of en-
vironmental components, particularly as they directly of indirectly affect or are affected .by people.

6. Consider reasons why pele fail to consider many of the consequences of their interactions-with the
environment.

7. Determine- ways in which students may influence better environmeiftal decisioarmaking.

8. Determine ways in which eporgy, materials, and ideas related-to their environments influence them..

9. Distinguish between ktioses environmental components which are essential for survival and those which
contribute toward. the'qtiality of their lives.

10. Consider the difficulties encountered-in.attemptingt6 change one's life style.

1 I. Examine those'aspects of their environment which have emotional effects on then% and the difficulty
in changing these`aspects,of the environment.

Questions:

A. What is the nature of my environment?
B. How do I affect my environment?
C. How does my environment affect me?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What is the nature of my environment?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Observing
Data-collecting

I. Starting with the generalization that a person's environment is "everything that
surrounds- him", have the students devote a day to identifying as many, dif-
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ferent examples of ther.components of their environments as they enn. Prepare
- a list which includes all of the students' observations. For example:

a.. air h. heat o. clouds
1. food i. highway p. rainI
c. people , j. mountains 4, sounds

Id. builaingS, k. lakes , r. smells
e. plants I. telephone poles s. beauty
f. animals m. laws
g. automobiles n. airplanes

0

Classifying Z. Distingnish which items in the list are living or non-living. ''
Classifying 3. Distinguish which iteps in the list are natural or man-made.

.., \ Clapifying 4. Distinguish which items in the list can or cannot be influenced'by the actions
of people. ,.

Classifying 5. Distinguish which items in the list are ditectly observable with the senses, exist
for the individual becau they trigger internal feelings (e.g., beaut , or repre-
sent human ideas which uence the environment (e.g:1. laws, hitecture).

b":-,Discuss the question: "D two people standing side-by-side e st in' the same
. environment?" Ilse the a wers to develop the idea that hum n experiences

rd values play an importa role in d&termining the ways in which they per-
ive their environment.

Inferring 7. Select any single item frqm the, list hi step 1 of this investigation. Examine It
in terms of the ways in which i influences other items in the list and is influ-

. L `need by other items in the list. For example, if the word "automobiles" is
chosen as a starting point,

Observing I "a. Placite"th ord "automobiles i the middle of the -chalkboard or on a
Inferring piece of pa r. Then place near the &me of another. item from your

,

Data-collecting list which hit a influences or is in uenced by automobiles. Draw arrows,
between the t o w. which sugge the manner in which they influence
'each other. Continue .t add words, ach time checking for relationships
between the added word a all other in order 'to deelop an' environ-
mental interaction `Retwork.

Valuing

IR

+ta

For exAmple:

.od

laws 4(-1-7(8) '=3""highways ...r ---(3)=3"'People
-., II .

(5)
(6)---.---,...4... .14, ;..),,,,..___,.._/-- (2)

4
soundS

etc.



.

a.

(1) Automobiles influence people: as a budget ;ble.expense, in terms of
.mobility

People influence automobiles: in regulating the \Speed at which they
move, in deternlining the number and kinds which are on the

. highways .

(2) People influence sounds: by using automobile,horns, by screeching
. tires intight turn-; . Is k.

. .

SOunds influence perible: by producing r9pOnses to automobile horns,
warning', them of danger (e.g.; thd sound of screechitig brakes) .

(3) People influence highways: by determining where they will be built,
by putting limits on them

Highways influence people: by influencing whet
still commute. tO

d
/work, by occupying land th-at

other purposes
(4) Automobi es'influe ce highway 1 by use rates dete

ways ould b w 4ened

fluen
for

Highways
/

automobiles;,/ /may 'travel, by determining routes automobiles must'
take between two points ,

Highways influence sounds: in the way the road surface affects tire
sounds, in determining the rate at which automobiles may travel
and thus wind sounds accompanying rapidly moving autdmobiles

Sounds influence highwaYs: by determining where highways are built
`(e.g., away from residential areas, hospitals)

Sounds influence laws: as a stimulus for the enactment of sound abafe-
ment laws, as an influence on the development of zoning criteria

Lvs,influence sounds: by restricting sound - producing, activities. in he
Community, by regtilating thp construction of certain sound-
producing devices (e.g., mufflers on automobiles)

Automobiles influence laws: by producing a need for traffic regulptions,
rights of way

Laws influence automobiles: by regulating the dimensions, emission
properties of exhaust gases, other characteristics

Laws influence highways: by regulating where they may be built, con-
striction characteristics,

Highways influence laws: by providing a "history" on which highway
regulations can be based

(9) Laws influence people: by regulating \ their use of' automobiles, high-
ways

People influence laws: in comprising the governmental bodies which
make laws, making judgments as to the need for laws

Find instances in your interaction network where words in the network are
not connected directly by arrows to the word "people." By examining
the network, determine if these words cortnec indirectly with "people' by
interacting with words which do connect wit the word "people." Try to
identify as many instanbes as possible where el ments of a person's environ-

/ment influence him, or are influenced by him ,., in this indirect 'dinner.

. Exatrline the interaction network in terms of the6events indicated below

and pr6oli the consequences of ;these events in terms of the network:

(5)

)1

Observing
Inferring
Data-collecting

Predktillgre

by

N

(6)

(7)

(8)

they can live and
might be used for

iniri when highL
'new highways built, by causing the need\ .

e automobiles: by determining maximum safe sp&ds
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Pro

9 ta-collecting

o

,(1) cOmplef on of th Alaska ipeline '
(2) olitic nrest in the oil-p cing countries
(3)' vel ent of an econo /lc electric atitorri

1.(4) di n of federal fung44' fro highway co
f nationwide ind0 transit stems4 , e//////.

ect my environment

Suggested Procedure

C

1, dd to the list of indirect influences compiled in ans er to Question A, part
wa in which people directly influence their environments. For example:

a. -purchksinglooci, clothing
b. using heating fuel, gasoline,,electricity,x,
c. using Water,.

d. disposing of trash, arbage; and other wastes
e. burning papers, leaves

2, Examine the combined list' of 1r ct and indirect environmental influences and
consider the following questions:

# a. What accounts for the fact that peo It often fail to consider many of the
"Inferring consequences of their interactions with-the environment? For example:

(1) They do not know about some of the conseqqences.
(2) They do not care about some of the consequences.,
(3) Many of the consequences ere felt, at some distance., from the indi-

vidual observer and thus cannot be observed directly.
(4) Many of the consequences do not o4ur immediately and 'thkis are

remote in time.
I (5) People establish value-based priorities'which may not take into account

the environmental impact of their actions.

Inferring b. How can studsots influence better environmental detision-making?
Hypothesizing example: '

(1) by learning more bout environmental interactions themselves
(2) by-helping to inform their parents, other students, and members of' the

community
(3) by modifying their behavior in ways that lead to better "environmental

C. Question

How does

Processes

Observing
Classifying

my

management"
(4) b9 supporting, through their parents, leigslation designed to protect

the environment

environment affect me?

Suggested Procedure

1. Survey your total environment and determine those things affecting you which
might be classified as:
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.

ecision-making

e.

p
a. ,mateilalsfor example:

(1) air
(2) paper
(3) metal
(4) plastic'
(5) various liquids
ener (or energy sources) r example:

(1) heat
(2) light
(3) electricity
(4) gasoline
(5) heating fuel-

c. ideasfor example:
(1) beaut
(2) ugline s
(3) laws
(4) conventions

2; Examine your lists-of materials, energy sources, and ideas which comprise your
' environment and determine those which are essential for survival (i.e., your'

continued ability to remain alive), For example:

a. heat
b. food

c. water'
d. clothing. /
e. helter",

,

Observing 3 a.:. If t above list identifies the necessities for survival, it mighrbe saicrth t

Valuing other Vironmental 'factors influence , the quality- of one's life. Consi er
the follow ng list of activities which are not essential to survival kid de ide
why you chofifse to participate4 th'em-...,,

1) participation in intetscholastic athletics ...

(2) riding the school bus rather than walking to/school
...----

(3) hiking, boating, riding and other forms of recreation

-.t. (4) using an air conditioner in your home
(5) using an automatic dishwasher in your home.

5 .
(6) flying t9 a distant community instead of driving an automMile .. .

. ,. .1
b. How are your answers to the above related to your life style? Can you

change Your life' style? Would you want t ?

,4. \a:-)Choose an activit7-which is a chard eristic part of youi life style, but/which* is not ne ssary to your sfirvivni, and try to omit it from your daily
activities for week. For example:

. (1) Walk to schoOl instead of riding the bus.
(2) Turn off the water heater in .your-home.
(3) Use no throw-away articles.
(4> Use no- "labor-saving" devices (electric 'dishwasher; vactium

Pata-collecting
\
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V luing

Goals an eetives"

e goals of this inve
in t et nvitunmerit, the
behavior acts sound in t

1. De ermine the na

2. Det rmine the

b; How did the omission. of this activity affect you? Would it be easier to,
chnge your life style if everyone else did too? ,

5. What aspects of environment affect you emotionally make you angry
or sad, sfkyou With-4 sense of beauty)? Why might ,it,be more difficult to
change these aspects of 3,0\ur en ronrnent than to alter thos&involving materials
or energy?

INVESTIGATION SOUND

are to aye students xamine the nature of Tund,the Clive
onm sounds affect people, and the ways

inve,stigation,,siud tits will:
/
rtis.

n which e
e envionment.

ure of--sound an

nge of sounds i

sits' of sounds
Which but

sroom and the activities whiCh produce them.

3. Identify the y6les of various so ds in the classroom.

4. Determin the various rocq, ltS of `vocally-produ_ sounds 'n influencing hu n activity.

----57--Surverffe-Variety of sounds encountered ;in he \homes, th event at pro uee them, and the ef-
fects they have on people.

Survey the° variety of sounds encountered in the community, the events that produce them, an
effects they have on people.

7.--Ex-arnine the means people employ in coping with the great variety-of
environment.

8. Determine the health aspects of sound in the environment.

9. Reveal their _knowledge and concenii-about sound in the environment through written expreSsion.V
10. Examine the ' les and conventions used to regulate sound-producing activities irlthe 4assrodm-.-

11. Evaluate means by which rules vernmg sound levels in the classroom are determi d.

/12. Determine. the rules" an onventions em rayed in regulating sound-producing activities A the homes.

13. Determine the laws and regulatory devices employed in governing,pund-prOducing activities inrthe
community. ,

14, Identify agencies. in the community responsible for creatin g' and enforcing sound abatement ordi-
nances.

Determine' recent chanees, in srnd abatement ordinances in the community.

Determine the attitudes-of PeOple'in the community regarcling-eirrrent sound abatetnent.r gulation and
the need for new 'ordinancet.

Evaluate alternatives in personal behavior relative, to the reduction cif-ound levels in he community.
I :"

-\
sounds they encounter in the

Questio

A. at is sound and what are its properties?
B. Ho does sound in the 'environment affect people?

Ho do people affect sound in thd enviroiunent?

34
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' Conductk'ng the Investigation

A. estion.

hat is sound a &what

3ugges d Proced re

1. H the stunerit
Provide as

glass-, etc.
a vkatin

rgenera

e its properiies?

.

produce as many different s unds as they can jn the
ny. different objects as p ssibte' Ade from wood,.p

y means ( touching, listening, and o etv.' ing effects (e.g.
tuning fork water) of sound -pro 4 cinbjects, deve

tfon that sound is roduced vibrations of.° j'Cc..

2. By ex the nature of dift rilt objec iCO produce Sound and the
Ways n whic the sounds are prodhced; determine bat the hualit aSotindi
varri in pitch, t e, and volume. N / /

.
\ 1 r

ye pair,s, of student wo paper or plastic cup's iili small hol punc
he bottSm. Have the s s ents stand about 2 NO apart wit one speaking

into -cup and one listening ith the oche o Ibis wit

ollecting

a. no connection between the cup
b. etal wire connecting the cups

plastic line connecting the cups
d. a piece of strinitonnecting the cups

ata-collecting

B. Question

Are ere di ences in tike effectiveness of sound trans"`i m n in each case?
What materials em to conduct sound most effelvely? Least ctivcly?

4. Place a small mecha "cal alarm clock in a cardboard boxfit- er first setting it
to-ring within'a few mihutes. Fill the box, successively, with,various materials
(e.g. "wadded" paper, paper strips, styrofoam pieces) and listen 'carefully
when the alarm goes off to 'determine differencek in the loudness of the alarm

bell. Have the students try, different, ,materials "and ways to mike the sound
of the alarm quiels,r...Develop the concept of soundinsulatinn and the recot-

-nition that different materials have different itisulatiti& effects. .
4

,How does sound in the environment affect people?

Processes

Otservine.
/

V

o

Suggested Proce

1. a. Identif as many sounds as poSsible

----- exam le:

(1) teacher talking
(2 students talking

) people walking
4) chairs and.deslcs scraping the

(5) books dropped on,esks

(

which occur in the classrootn. For

/ (6) sounds of heatep end/or air conditioner
(7) clock ticking
(g) 'bells ringing



Classifying

°Valuing

Valuing

Classifying.

ObsertkT g

Observing
Classifying

r

t

xamine the list of sounds an 'determine which ones are:
a

( 1) neces-sary--
(;:k helpful ,
3 annoying

(4) easant

2. la. Choose a ple game, such as dodge ball, for the class to play, Have them
!play silently1(i.ewitlistudents making no verbal sounds). Aftfer the game is

over. discuss the effects of playing the game silently. Student reactions might
include:

(1,) "It wasn't fun because we codldn't laugh or shout."

(2) "We couldn't warn other kidg'thafthey e goingto get hi with th ball."

(8) "It was 'unnatural'---Idds deed to .22

(4) ."I felt frustrated llec,aus couldn't make any sound."

b. After examining the strident reactions to the ;Rent game, determine the func-
tions that sound normally has In the amt. For example:

1) emotional expression
(2) release & tension

. ,,(3)clarification of rules
.(4) friendly communication

3. Cond'uc't r survey and analysis of sound heard around the home. (tuden s
may want to use a tape recorder tell "colleer.a Complete ,set of sounds from

" ,their home enVironment.k

4. .Similarly, survey' and analyze the range of 'sounds one hears ''aiiitradtheom-
. mimity. For example;

' ,automobiles,tomobiles, mortocycles, busses, and trucks
b. honking horns of various vehicles

Qs:

factory whistles and factory operating sounds
d.. st uipment

airplanes
f. background music in banks, department stoices,
g. the .wind
h. the jingling bell on an ice cream truck
it birds singitig

J. farm, animalS

k. fann quipment
1. fire, °lice and ambulance sirens

5. With so many different sounds in the environment, how do people cope with
all the sound information availabl r

a. by "tuni g out" all 'hut /he soundse parthcular inte t (e.g.,
ign ing whispering in order to listen to the,teacther, 'excluding

, of er fisousehold sounds in order, to listen to the ra io)
o

.,e
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a

a-Collecting

Inferring
\)'aluing

b. by/assigning different 'importance to soundS
..
(e.g. "important" sounds re-

quiiring high priority reactions might include a baby crying, sirens of emer-
gency vehicles, fire alarm bell, angry or ' hreatening tones in people's

voices)

c. by establishing laws, rules, and conventions which minimize or exclude
sounds under various circumstances (e.g. "no alking rule" duringtests,
silence rules in the school library, "quiet-zones around hospitals, laws,
requiring mufflers for automobile exhaust systems:."tru utes" in coin-
Munitiesi)

d. by using devices to limit sounds (e.g. insulated ear 'protectors for airplane
services personnel,' a headset for listening to the "Hi-Fr, sonn4roof
rooms for recording studios,- mufflers fol. internal combustion -engi4s)-

6. Interview a doctor who specializes in hearing disorders. erthine:
a.- the volume at which sounds have destructive effects o ear functions and

the kinds of sounds' which are most dangerous to hu an hearing
b.\ i1E there has been ny increase in the frequence of h aring/disorders treated

y, the doctor ov r .a period of ten years
c. /the difference b tween temporary and perm ent hearinp loss and The

causes of each A

(I. how effective h aring aids are in helping people cope'tvith hearing losses.'

a e/ precautions th dOctor recommends to, n imize the danger of hearing los
/

7. lave the students write a story afbout on

/C. Question

How do people affect sound in the environment?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Observing 1. Identify 'asunany rules and conventions as you can
tion of sound in yoUr classroom. For example:

a. a person who flas hearing that is t
perion

b. a persn who clan hear all sou ds except those made by other people, v ft

of he following:

timed as sensitive as that of a normal

c. a person who lives on -a pla
phere does not transmit sornds

identical to Earth except that.the atmos-

/

Observing
Inferring

/

that influence the produc- '2 .

a. minimizing the loudness of sounds (e.g., whis'pering, placing boOks gently
on desks, walking rather than running, Toying closer to speak to someone
rather than speaking from a distance) \

b. speaking individually rather than all at once

c. ulating activities so that, tfose which produce high sound levels do not
occur the same titne as those which-require a quieter erivirckment

d, .arranging for activities with high sound levels e.g., physical educatik
recess, lunch periods) to 'occur outside the classrooM

,2. For one hour, Valve all rules and conventions relating to the production of
sound in the classroom What are the results?
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,
i
Observing 3. Re-examine the rules and conventions which were

0

Waived in step 2. Can youN , - Communicating / see advantages to adding or deleting any of these procedures? Have the class
Valuing discrs sound regulation and produce the minimum set of rules which most of

the students agree are necessary.:
Observing I 4. Are there sounds vahich occur outside the classroom but influence °the class-
Inferring 1 thom envitonment? What effect does the establishment of rules for the crass-
Decision-making 1 room use of sound have on these external sounds? How can students and

teachers.influence sounds outside the classroom? , )
5. Examine the variety of sounds, which influence'you in your home and identify"

rules and conventions which regulate sound production in that environment.
For example:

, .,..
a. not using the, power mower early ,in the. morning when members of the
NN family and neighbors may be sleeping.

.. \

b. turning on the automatic dishwasher at times when it doesn't interfere
with c rsation, .radio-liste g, or watching televisiOn

1

Observing
Inferring

Op' se

minimizing-ail /sounds Vte at ni inw.bnpele are steep, g in your home
d. members of the family taking tuiniiiietiking to each,other at the dinner i

1table
< e. being especially uiet when a member ot th- e family is ill

f. locatifig a bomee workshop in tbev,ceWr or garage to minimize' sound level's
Of workshop Affinities elsewhere in the home

N ,

6. Examine the various types of sounds produced in the cannnunify and deterniine
the laws an4 regulatory devices used to influence them. Fi5r example:

quiet zones around hospitals and nursing homes
b. restric ions on traffic in residential areas
c. regul tions governing mufflers on vehicles with internal combustion engines
d. locat on, of airports some distance away from communities

, e. regulation of flight paths to minimize flights of aircraft over communities

-collecting 7. In regard to sound-level regulations in theqcommunity, determine: '
4.. .

a. what agencies make the ulations
llb. how residents in the community may influence anti-noise regulations

c. what developments in the community .,in the past ten years influeiteed the
' creation of anti-noise regulations

d.. what regulations are currently being considered for adoption
what sound -level regulations, if any, peolIztle in the community would like
to see adopted but which are not under consideration by regulatory agencies \

411.

D. Value Questions 4

I 4, Valuing mil. Would you be willing to send fifty dollars extra for a motorcycle with an

Valuing 2.

3.Valuing

0

exceptionally effective sound muffling /System? "
If the motorcycle described above produced dramatic reductions in sound
levels but reduced your mileage by 50%, would you buy it?
When people's sound-producing activities disturb you, do you believe it is be-
cause (a) they don'erealizethey are disturbing you; or (b) they don't cared
they disturb you?
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V.

i t

Valuing 4. If a particularly noisy manufacturing plant is located in your community:

a. Does the plant management have the right to plfoduce any sound levels
they wish *Cause it is their .property on which the plant. is iodated? D''

6. Do community agencies have the right to impose anti-noise regulations on
the plant" because it is part-of the community and subject to community
ordin=

c. Do yo . the right to complain, to the plant management because they
are contributing to your environment in a way which dfstUrbs, you?

el

Goals and Objectives

NVESTIGATION SE4N: DRINKING WkTER

6

.. ,, 0 0

The goals of this investigat are to help students ',better understand the roles. of drinking,water in their
lives, the means by which it is made safe fbr contilimpffon; and how the purification ari?diStributiOn bf rink-,
ing water influences, and is influenced by, other ate uricts of the environment. Dng this investigation tudents

* . .11"
.7

will:. . p . .

1. Determine the means by which drinking water te distributed in their homes.
-,,:

ilt 2. IdentifyAvariety of uses` for drinking water AnAheir homes.
. \ --- , V'''' ,.. , 4

3. Determine.the nature and extent
'
of the community Arinking water distribution system. -,

11

4. 'frace the_i"igins-of drinking water priOr to proCessing in a purification plaint.

5. Determine/ uses of drinking water which do not require that itlbe purified.
A

/6: Determine the standards employed in, _describing water which is safe to drink.
.7.. Determine the methods employed in water purification plants

Dete4ine the factors which influence demand on the purification!capatkty of, a water purification
plant.

9. Determine the cost of water purification to the community.
. ,

10. Identify
.
human activities which affect water in such a way,that it must be pfirified for drinking put--!,

..
poses. , , .v.

11. kelate purification plant capacity to demancl patterns in the Cominuhity'ovet a period of yeaC.

0 12. Determine the various individuals and agencies in the community rich draw upon-the drinking water.

I supply, and the 'relative amounts yequired by each. ,..,

43'i Make judgmtnts as to the "necessity of a variety of uses NJ. purified water in their homes d inii

the, community.
.

. -
14. Confider the choices available to them in Making wiser use of drin ng. water. . 0 o i. 0

Note: The procedures suggested in the investigations which follow ight b 'easily adapted to a study of foOd
in the Avininmerit (e.g., food4se practices, procedures, for diminishing food Wastage, 'community agencies
responsible for regulating food processing, diStrib tion and storage)

Questions:
4

1. A. What isthe origin of the drinking water whic comes from a
B. What steps, are,taken ,tgisinsure that water is' 'ale °to drink?

e Are there firnits to the supply of drinkirt jwaier?



Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What is the origin of the drinking water which conies from a tap?

Processes

Observing

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students investigate the network of pipes which makes up the water
distribution system in their homes to determine what uses, other than for
drinking, water has in their homes. For example:

a. in toilets
b. in showers and sinks
c. in washing machines
d. in'refrigerators with automatic ice-makers
e. in heating systems with humidifiers
f. in automatic dishwashers
g. for.disposal units in sinks
h. fcir lawn sprinkling and other outdoor uses

2. Conipose a letter to an official of, the community water department inviting
him to visit the class and/or to answer questions concerning the origins of
water entering their homes from the community water distribution system.
Among the questions which might be raised are the following:

Dag-collecting a. Whar is the nature and extent of.the community water distribution system?
(A map of the community showing the water distribution system is proba-
bly available for this purpose.)

b. What is the origin of water entering the community distribution system?
e. What is the origin gf water entering the community's purification plant(s)?
d. 'Where does water which falls in the form of rain or snow originate?

What tentative conclusions may be drawn from the information gathered in the
previous investigations concerning:

a. the need for purified water for various' household uses
Inferring b. the relationship among various bodies of water and the water we drink

B. Question

What steps are taken to insure that drinking water is shfe to dririk?

Processes Suggested Procedure

Data-collecting
1. Contta 'the community, health department to determine the standards em-

plond in describing water th, is safe to drink. Determine;

a. acceptable levels of 'suspended particles
b. acceptable levels and kinds o microorganisms
c. what toxic substances must be removed ,

d. requirements related to unpleasant odors
r

24, Arrange a vist,to the local4waier purification plant to .determine:
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Data-collecting

Inferring

C. Question

Are there limits to

Processes

Data-collecting

Data-collection

Data-collecting

Data-collecting

a. the various methods used to put water (e.g., filtration,.aeration, chemical

treatment) ,

b. the rate at which purified water can be produced for community consump-
tion

c. seasonal variation in water treatment practices

d. da. nd seasonal variation in water demand by the community
e. human activities which affect water in such a way that it-requires purification

f. the cost to the community of imaintaining the water purification plant and
the way in which these costs are met.

3/ What tentative conclusions may be drawn from the information gathered in the

previous itivestigations Concerning:

a. the role of community agencies in safeguarding the health of the resident?

b. the factors which affect water in such .a way that it must be purified befdre

. being consumed by humans?

c. the cast to the community for supplying water which is safe to drink?

d. the factors which tend to increase the costs of water ptwification over the

;, years?

e supply of drinking Water?

5 tggested Procedure
C

mt,

From officials at the lodal water purification plant (See, Question p, step 2),
solicit information'to help determine:

a. the relationship between the purification plant capacity and community
demand over the /past ten years.

b. the percentage of purified water in the community used by:
.

(1) various yhdustries .

(2) various commercial establishments (e.g., car washes, laundries)
(3) institutions (e.g., schools, hospitals)
(4) private homes
(5) hotels and motels

c. the relationship between water purification costs and the quality of °water

entering the purification plant during a ten year period

d. the cost of labor and maintenance for operating the purification plant during

the same ten year period
e. the relationship between the intake volume for the wa,ter,purification plant

and volume in the community water supply during the same ten year
period.

2. Have the students survey their homes and the community to determine:

Valuing . a. if water-use practices they observe are "necessary"

Data-collecting b. if the volume of water used exceeds the minimum requirements for that
functionfor example:

7
-/
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Inferring

Valuing

4'

Valuing

fee

`".

Goats and Objectives

(1) t a o-frequent use of automatic dishwashers
(2) e cessive volumes of water 'for gushing toilets
(3) le ing water fixtures
(4) n-watering during the hottest hours of the day when evaporation

rites are highest
3. Compare e findings in 2a and 2b(3). Are there any relationships between

water-use practices and the long-term changes in demand on water purification
capability in the community?

4. If taking bath uses less water than taking ashOar, yet you prefer vhowers,
are you Ming to change your bathing habits to reduce the demand on puiffied
water?

5. If the supply of. drinking water in your community Should become limited,
which of the followinE groups should get preference in the use of available
water: private homes, institutions or industries?

INVESTIGATION EIGHT: WASTE WATER

The goals of this investigation are to help students better 'understand the concept of waste waters 110V,
waste water production' relates to human activity, and the eniironmental impact of production and removal of
waste water: During the investigation, students will:

. 1. Identify practices in their homes which produce waste water.
2. Determine activities.in the community which produce waste water.
3. Develop a comprehensive definition ofwaste water.
4. Observe the system for waste water removal in their homes.
5. Determine the destiny of waste water produced in the community.
6. Identify., the community storm and sanitary sewer system. and their functions.
7. Determine the cost,to the community of building and. maintaining storm and sanitary sewer syste s.
8. Observe a sewage treatment plant and determine its function and its, cost to the community.
9. AsSess the possibilities for developing Water recycling capabilities in the community. * A

10. Determine tbk,r0ationship \between the practice of paving over exposed soil and its effect on water
run-off in the community. "'

11. Examine the need for Using Purified drinking water as a vehicle for carrying away home and indttrial
wastes.

12. Examine practices which would diminish the rate at whick,waste water is produced in the home and
in the community. -

13. Consider value-based questions relating to their activities and the production^of waste water.

Questions:

What is waste water?
B. Where does it ,go?
C. How does waste water affect people?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What is Waste water?

Processes

Observing

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students survey water-use pracfices in their homes. For example:
wr4
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Observing

B. Question

Where d

Processes

Objs rving

ObserVing

Data-collecting

o

waste water go?

\
.

O

a. when water is "run" to allow it to get cold or hot
b. when, after washing clothes and dishes, water is allowed to drain away,

c. when water is used to flush a toilet
d. when excess water from car - washing runs down to the curb

2r

e. when water used in ,the operation of a sink waste disposal unit runs down

'the drain

ill

2. qurvey the community to dete me situations which required the disposal of

excesses of water. For example:

a. rain and melting snow which run into the streets
b. 'water used in fire-fighting
c. industrial processes which employ large amounts of water
d. street cleaning activities

3. Discuss the preceding findings and develop the concept of waste 'water as a
generalization which includes the examples listed.

4 0

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students examine 'the system of pipesin their homes which lead from
various drains and toilets to the point where a large pipe carries waste water
into the community sanitary sewer system or septic tank and drainage field.

2. In ?elation to the other examples of waste wateildentified in answer to ques-
tion A trace the destiny of the water. For example:

a. it is absorbed by soil
b. it runs into a storm sewer system
c. it runs into a body of running or standing water

3. Compose a letter to an official of the community sewer departnient inviting
him to-meet with the group. Raise questions such as the following:

a. What is the nature and extent of the community's storm and sanitary sewer
system? (A map of ,the community showing the storm and(nitary sewer
network is probably available for this purpose.).

b. What is the destiny of water discharged' from the storm sewer system?

c. What is the quality of the water discharged from the storm sewer system?

d. Does water discharged from the storm sewer system affect other communi-

tieV .

e. What is the destiny of water discharged from the sanitary sewer system
(e.g., sewage treatmen plant)?

f. What does it cost t e community to maintain the system of storm and
sanitary sewers?

g. What has been the growth .rate of storm and sewer systems over

the years?

Data-collecting 4. Have the students visit .a local sewage treatment plant to determine:

a. the procedure used in treating sewage
b. the nature and destiny of the solid produCt (sludge) of the treatment

process
c. the quality and destiny of the water treated by the plant

X14
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Inferring

C. Question

How 'does waste

Pitheess es

Inferring,

Inferring

.PData-collecting

Inferring

Inferring

Data-collecting

Data Collecting
Observing

Data-collecting

O

sItta (,4 to
Vn

d. the,eapacity-of theje_wage_ treatment plant
et the volume of untreated sewage gent rated,daily \ the community
f.' the relationship between th volume of daily u 'treated sewage, and the

plant's treatment capacity ove)Ven years

5. What 'tentative conclusions may 'be: drawn from the info nation gathered in
this investigation concerning :,

a. the relationship between' the
munity's capacity for .dealing

b. the influence of waste water
the community

c. the usefulness of sludge prti
. d. the possibilities for recycling

generation, of waste water and your com-
with it
on bodies of, standing and running water in

Waterby sewage treatment plants
Water in the community

r

,

water affect people?

SuOested Procedure ..

On the basis of your findings (coiled additional data where necessary), discus/
the following questions:

ft. Since rain and snow falling on a community are a potential source of fresh
water: .

.

(1) What is the effect of carrying off excess surface water by means of a
storm sewep system?

(2) What is the effect of paving over exposed soil for parking lots, roads
and homesites?

(3) Are there any provisions for the collection/ and storage of this water?

b. Shire much water in times, institutions and industries is used as a vehicle
for carrying away was s from their point of origin: &
(1) Isit necessary for wa r to have been purified for drinking purposes in

order to serve this function? .

(2)` Is it feasible to have separate 'drinking and waste water systems in
homes and industries? ;

(3) What does the practice of using purified water for the transport of
wastes cost the community?

c. In situations where large, volumes,of waste water are generated (car washesi--
`industrial processes):
(1) Is it feasible to recycle water for use in these situations?
(2) Are there water recycling procedures being used? (interview officials'

of commercial car;waihes, industries),

0

2. How does the use of street-cleaning machinery affect the costs of waste water
removJ in your community?

3. What practices might reduce the rate of waste Water production in your com-
munity? For example:

a. dry toilets, where wastes are treated chemically to deodorize them and
wastes are periodically disposed of using no water at all
water recycled in the home. For example:

.

0' f44
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Valuing
t.

Valtiing

(1) rinse water.from automatic washing machin0 used for cleaning cars
and other washing purpoges

(2) rinse water from automatic dishwashers used for a "variety of heavy
duty washing purposes

c. using automatic dishwasheis an,c1``'clothes washers when loaded `to maximum
reduces the number of loa,ds''that produce waste water

4. Would you use a dry'toilet rather-than a flush toilet in order to reduce the use
of drinking water and the production of waste water?

5. Would your parents be willing to pay for the installation of a separate water
system for unpurified water to be 4Vor non-drinking uses if it were to ,b'e-
come available?

46
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A. Administering the Environmental Education P oftain
(Grades, 8-12) ,

Comprehensive.. rvironmental -education programs are recent arrivals on the curricular cene. Rey have
no long-standing tradition upon which local-school prograins might be based. An environ al education
program- is niz4 ,a course to be taken nt a particular grade level. Rather, it possesses a speci d of emphasis
which should exist at all grade levels and transcend conventional subject-matter courses. It should deal with
phenomena of many different types. It should deal with beliefs, attitudes, and values. Effective learning ex-
periences may be developed around an almost endlegs number of environmental settings. HoW, then, is a local
program to be developed? t

Teachers and administrators should examine the activities which are provided. in this glide as models of
potentially valuable experiences for students. Investigations Nine through Seventeen are deSigned primarily for
secondary students. For additional assistance in developing a local environmental education program, the fol
lowing suggestions, may be helpful:

1. Frog-anis must be developed cooperatively with teachers at all grade levels and from every relevant
subject area. Faculty meetings. or special planning sessions should be called for cooperative piniming.

2. Special support for equipment and materials may be needed for the satisfactory implementation of the
program.. S.

3. If they do not. already exist, consideration shOuld lie given to establishing policies which would per-
mit students to leave the school grounds, for supervised environmental studies,during school hOu-rs.

4. Guidance for students in the selection and implementation of environmental, investigations' may be
provided by a team of teachers representing different subject areas, or by individual teachers with
specialized training in environmental education.

5. The I ily schedule of` the school may have to be modified to provide a time when student environ-
me dal investigation teams can'mtet with groups of teachers or other teams of students.

6. D- /Isions determine what environmental investigations to pursue should be made by. the students
w/h the guidance of teachers. After several investigations of the type suggested in this guide, stu-
ents should be encouraged to design other useful investigations.
he environmental education program should not become an enrichment program for superior stu-

dents but a program for all students. -
One very important function of the teachers who participate in student investigations is to monitor
the activities of all student teams to 'avoid the possibility of students from different classesaking
demands on, the, same citizens local governmental agencies at the same time.

B. Exemplary Investigations (8-12)

INVESTIGATION NINE: AESTHETIC EXPERIENCES IN THE ENVIRONMENT
rk

Goals and Objectives

The goals of tNis investigation are to help the student examine more closely aesthetic aspects of his en-
vironment and the ways in which aesthetic aspects o his environment influence him and are influenced by him.
During the 'investigation, the student will:

°

r
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1. Identify aspects of the environment which c!IT:)duce both pleasant and offensive reactions. ..

2. xatle aesthetic values among people in rel`aon to age, experiences, and associations with partial,-

la aspects of the erivironment,
3. Co ider aesthetic experiences in people's lives. -

4. Exa ine aesthetic considerations in planning changes In the community.
Examine the role aesthetic considerations play in purAusing habits of people as they relate to other
criteria played- ih deciding on purchases.

6. Examine sthetic considerations in determinjng where people c11013se to live in a community.

7. Consider the ways people emphasize pleasant aesthetic experi ces and minimize offensive ones.
8. Determine the ways people make their homes and property,more a sthetically pleasing.

9. Identify some on-aesthetic considerations of placing utility poles. in he community.
IQ. Examine comm ity agencies'regulation of aesthetic concerns in en;;;Iconmental decision-making.

11. Determine the rel ionship between aesthetic considerations and other faetKs influencing architectural
planning..

Quotions:

A. What are aesthetic pxpe i ences?
B. In what ways does the en ironment affect people aesthetically?
C. In what ways do aesthetic ly-mbtivated decisions influence the environment?

ConductingIte Investigation

A. Question

Whit are aesthetic experiences?

Suggested Procedure

1. Using the gener\alizaiion t at aesthetic experiences are "those experiences which

trigger a sense of beauty, n the beholder," have the students prepare a list of
subjects which pr duce a sthetic experiences for them. For example:

a. a musical select
b. a person

= c. a fragrance
d. a photograph,
e. a painting
f. a ceramic object
g. a building.
h. ocean waves ,

i. a field of grain
j. a mountain brook
k. a city skyline
1. an airplane in flight
m. an erupting volcano

smoke billowing front a smoke-
/ stack
/ o. a pond covered with lgae

2. Using photographs, paintings, prints, recordings or the objects themselves
rnidentified in Al, have all the ni hers of the class react to the items contributed

by individual students. Try to etermine the nature of an aesthetic experience
by having the students react to th following: --

a. Do most, or all, of the classiiembers agree On the aesthetic impact of
these various subjects?

b. If there is disagreement among class members regarding the aesthetic ap-
peal of these subjects, have the cl ss discuss the basis for their reactions
and attempt to explain why there e differences. For example:

(1) Do people who have lived, at th'e \ seashore react the same, way to the
sound and sight of breaking Waves as people who only occasionally
visit the shore?
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B. Question

o.

) Do .people who have not listen to much classical 'music react the .,rk.,
same way to it as people who have listened to` it a great fleal?
Does a person's aesthetic sens4, vary with age? (Studenft, may wish
to collect data on the reaction of older and younger students, teachers,
arents and eompre to the class rations 'to =the same items.

c. Exam the various subjects identified above as sources pf aesthetic plea-
sire a .try to identify the basic characteristics of each that combine to
produce sthetic responses. For example:

(1) color
(2) texture
(3) shape,.
(4) fragrance
(5) sound 1

3. Have students repeat e procedures in step 2, thitime csillecting examples
of subjects which are \ own to be aesthetically offensive to some. Again
solicit class responses t ach subject, and examine the basic cleanup com
p6hents 9f these subject Have students try to form generalizations con-\

a
cerning:

a. beautiful vs. offensive col
"11.. beautiful vs.
c. beautiful vs.
cl/. beautiful vs-.

. beautiful vs.

offensive textu s

offensive shapes
offensive smells
offensive sounds

4. ,Have students discuss the effects of
periences on people. How desirable or
avoid offensive aesthetic experiences, in
individual. control the aesthetic aspects of
environmental aspects be controlled? Who
aesthetic environmental aspects are to be con lled?

.

th pleasant and offensive aesthetic ex-
eS.ec sary is it to provide pleasant and
ne'§ life? Tok, what extent can an

S environment? Should aesthetic
uld make the decision on what

".4

In what ays may the environment affect people aesthetically?

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students identify some experiences from their daily es which they
consider aesthetically satisfying to them. For example:

a. lying on a lawn on a sunny day '-
b. listening to a particular musical com osition
c. attending an art show
d. creating artistic or musical expressions of one's feelings
e. listening to the early morning sounds of birds singing
f. sitting by a glowing.fire reeding a book
g. watching the launching of a rocket
h. musical sounds of the wind playing through the. lectric wires and light poles

2. Have the, students identify some experiences from their daily lives which they
consider aesthetically offensive to them. For example:
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a. loud noises of traffic or road repairs.
b. new buildings which block a former view of the countryside
c. clothing with clashing colors and patterns
d. penetrating ring of the belPsignalling the end of a class
e. clatter of a typewriter ; <

f. destruction of trees on a wo.oded lot to construct new homes
g. automobiles with unattractive Colors and styling,
h. billboards
i. modern art

3. Have ',students. interview some residents of the community to detegnine tito,se
sights, sounds and smells which they consider to be either aestheticallyOleasing
or offensive and draw conclusions based obi their findings.

f

4

a. Do people living near the center of a community seem to have the same
aesthetic values as those living on the outskirts of a community? ..

b. Is there a relationship between a person's environmental/dposure and his
aesthetic response to it? For example:

(1), Is a factory worker as disturbed by the 'sight. of, heavy, dark-colored
smoke billowing from the factory where he works as a naliactory
worker?

(2) Is a department of sanitation worker as offended by the sight ald
smell of garbage a other members of the community might be?

(3) Is areal estate,.developer as disturbed at the prospect of cutting down
a wooded area to build homes as people in the surrounding neighbor-
hood?

(4) Is the head of-a-construction-company as .disturbed as other members
of the comtininity at -the prospect of demolishing.a historical, land-
mark to make way for 'lbw construction?

(5) Is a rural family deprived of ,electricity for many years concerned
about the location of wires and poles?

0

4., Using some of the recent changes in your community (e.g., a new building,
highway, or parking lot) involve students in the following activities:

"a. How do you react to this change in aesthetic terms?
. b. Interview residents of the area in which the change occurred to determine:

) their aesthetic response to the change
(2) other values they hold.which may have overridden their aesthetic re-

sponse to the Change

c. Interview the owner of the property, the. architect, the builder, and repre-
sentatives of involved community agencies to determine the extent aesthetic
factors were taken into consideration.,

5. Have student:

a. consider items tie has purchased in the past to establish 'a relationship be-
tween aesthetic characteristics, cost, convenience, and availability in the
decision of his purchases .

b. determine to what extent this aspect off his environment is controlled by
manufacturers to influence his buying patterns
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C. Question

In whar'ways" may aesthetically-motivated decision influence the environment?

c. interview a representative of a manufacturing plant's marketing' division to
determine the extent to which customers' aesthetic preferences are consid-
erect in Marketing the product

6. Hav students:

a. amine the role aesthetic considerations play in influencing decisions about
w ere people choose to live in a community

b. identify pleasing characteristics of his neighborhood and survey the com-
munity to determine if is any relationship between the socio-economic
status of people and the aesthetic' qualities of the homes and neighbor-
hoods

c. di uss the differences in their findings
cit. determine if there is a right answer fOrall-1 .. ,

Suggested Procedure

Referring e findings of Question B, parts 1 and 2, have the student indicate
ways,to aesthe cally control their environments For example:

including aesthetically satisfying experien.ies in their daily activities
walking home ffoin school on a beautiful spring day or planning a
time for listening to records) .. .

-

b. avoiding people, places and things which are, aesthetically .pffe -

c.
,

ignoring those ,aesthetically offensive experiences which diail De avaided,
d. making- changes in his environment in order to make it/ ., e aesthetically

satisfying (e.g., decorating one's bedroom mowing tit' awn, or washing
-the car) .

_

2. Have st&lents survey homes' in the neighborhood o determine ways people
select their property or make it more aesther ally pleasing. For example:

a.

a. choosing attractive-architectural design or homes
b. planting trs; shrubs, and flower borders on their property
c. painting buildings and keeping them in repair
d. mowing lawns and trimming hedges
e. raking lawns and removing debri5 from their -.oroperty
f. choosing neighborhoods in which there are a, variety of home desigpecather

than a single, repeated design,

3. Have students Oomparetlieir findings in the previOus activity an determine the
extent they agree on the best means for making personal prouirty more aestheti-
cally, pleasing.

4. Many people believe that utility poles detract aesthetically from the appearance
of a neighborhood. Have students iterview'officials of loCal utility companies
(i.e., those providing electrical and telephone service) to determine: '

a. why utility poles are placed alongsid thoroughfares
b'. alternatives to the conventional locati of utility poles

.c. reasons why alternative -locations are of used frequently
technologicarrestraints)
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Goals and Objectives

The goals of this investigation are to help students examine more critically the nat re and role of energy
in their environment, how energy affects them, and how their activities affect energy. D ring this investiga-
tion, the student will: . .0.,

1. Develop a co&ept of energy-'as-a-neces vironmental phenomenon.
2. Consider the principal energy sources in the envi ment.

in\
.

3. Compare the'imp,act of energy sources on the environ ent and on people.
4. Review student activities which require energy. . \
5. Compare current energy-use patterns in their community with those used there in the past.

-.------ 6Determine. the way energy-related activities in the environment affect people a hetically.

7. Determine the energy costs to their families during a year.

v.

5. Hpe students determine if the,enesgy involved and the mat rials regu red to
move utility cables underground-is justifiable in view of he fuel short ge and
Identify the changes that might occur to the enviforimeiaff utility cab s were
placed undrs-round.

6. Have students interview officials'of community agencies involved in th
ment and/or enforcement of laws which determine the concern Of th- e
cies. For example, laws regulating:

a. building characteristics and locations
b. noise levels-of highways
c. iodation of highways
d.- condition of 'Water in streams and rivers
e. characteristics and location of sanitary' landfills
f. automobile exhaust emissions
g. emissions from industrial smokestacks

7. Have students-interview local architecfS, builders, or developers. Have them:

a. determine how aesthetic considerations enter the 'Planning and design of
buildings and the "trade off" which occurs among aesthetics; 'costs, availa-
bility of construction materials, and building codes in the design of a
building

b. determine the extent people in the community influence the design deci-
sions made by the architect

c. discuss their findings and tome to some conclusions in teams of any recom-
mendations that might be. made to a planning cominissin,

o

INVESTIGATION TEN: ENERGY. IN THE ENVIRONMENT'

8. Correlate the results of variOus energy-related activities with environmental degradation.
9. Examine-Aarious transportation alternatives,4energy consumption and atmospheric pollution.

10. Consider energy use patterns in the school and ways energy might be conserved.
11. Examine energy use practices,in their honies and changei which would &minis nergy requirements
12. Consider' laws.which regulate energy-based activities in the community and the manner in which such

laws are proposed and enacted.

uestions:

A. What is energy?
\ B. In what ways does energy in the environment affect people?
\ C. In what ways do people affect energy in the environment?
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Conducting the Investigation

uestion

What is energy?

Suggested Procedure

1. Energy is frequently described' as the capacity to do' an ork is con-
sidered to have occurred when a force causes an object to move In terms of,
human activity, have students detehnipe:

a. What kinds of work are done by the human body? Forexarap e:

(1) bedting of the heart
(2 circulation of the blood
(3) w g
(4) ,,tfunning
5) °lifting

( ) breathing:
(7) typing

b. Where.humans get7 the energy used in maintaining their body functi
fr6m fo d which they consinne from their external, environment).

c. How materia in the previous activity acquire energy (i.e., plants directl
from sun d-anknals from plants).

2. Have students dete mine other whys environmental energy influences the lives
of people. For exa pale:

a. It is needed to operate kitchen ranges, blenders, eleotric can-openers, auto-
matic 'dishwashers, automatic clotheswasher , automatic clothesdryels,
steaairons, toasters and clocks. ,------

b. It is employed in home heating systems.
c. It is used in air-conditioning systems.
d.;,, It is used te, operate automobiles, motorcycles, ucks, buses, power lawn

mowers, farm machinery, anlair_compressois.
e. It warms the atmosphere.
f. It warms surface waters of lakes, ponds, and rivers.

,. 3. Have 'students determine some basic energy sources available in the environ-
--ment and to what extent they are convertible. For example:

a. sunlightmay be converted to electricity by means of solar cells
b. moving waterrapidly moving water drives hydroelectric plants to produce

electrical cnergy and tidal flow can drive tidal generators to produce elec-
tricity

c. woodburned to produce heat energy or wood converted to charcoal and
burned for heat energy

d. coalburned to produce heat energy or -CM s urne hick
gkonverts, water to steam and drives equipment which generates electrical
energy

e. oilburned to produce heat energy or oil burned to produce heat which ;

converts water to steam and drives equipment which generates ctrical

energy
f. natural gasburned to produce heat
g. liquified petroleum productsburned to produce heat
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B. Question

'In what ways does energy in the environment affect people?
r

. .

°

nuclear energyused to produce heat which converts water to steam to
drive equipment which generates electrical energy

i. 'gasoline a crude oil derivative burned to,produce heat

..4. Examine each of the energy sou rces ,identified above and 'assess them in tenths
of their advantages and disadvantages-in environmental terms,,, For example:

Energy' Source.0. Advantages \ Disadvantages
a. solar. energy

moving water

virtually undepletable require's very large areas for-h
nonpolluting ing Water or genera 'ng 'elect 'city

by means of r cells, not al ys

available forking
'periods into the /
future

c. wood a renewable resource

availabl ezaiise 'of clouds
limited .avlit'ability in terms° of
quantity and ,lpcation

use as fuel compates with other
uses,
not uniformly chstributet
incomplete combusion. products
contribute to atmospheric .
pollution

Suggested Procedure a

1. Have students study die potential energy of foods to determine:
,I...

a. If people receive adeqUate amounts of fod. If not, detetinine the conse-
quences of inadequate food (in terms of energy, requirements of humans).

b. The factors in his environment which
consumes.

influence7t, he amountgand kinds of .

.-of food he, consumes. :
i ..

, /
/

6.

c, Some foods,-carbohydrates/, and fats that have higher energy potentials' than
other fqpds and the, advisability of limiting one's diet 'to only those foods
With the highest energy potential. .,

d. If all the energy,were released from all of, the food one consumes, what
might becorne of any unexpenae energy. -

e. What becomes of the "heat produced by the body through normarhimian.
activities.

f. What becomes of other products of energy transformation in the human
body (e.g., carbon dioxide and water).

2. Have the student make a list of all,of his activities which require energy. For
example:

a. generallysunlight arid-food 3,1 '.....Ar-,' b. in schoolheating, air conditioning, office machines, kitchen appliances,
, . floor hullers, lightingocks, and bells

c. at homeheating, air conditioning, lighting appliances, Bower tools, radio,
television, and clocks

,..
,,

d. in the communitystreet righting, cars, autos, trucks, buses, street-cleaning
equipment, heating & air conditiotfing in buildings, electric utilities, and
telephone service

. -
45 3,
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I. Have the students survey the various energy-requiting &vices in their homes
(use safetyprecnutions) to determine:

a. which 114Auires the greatest amount of energy
b. .which requirls the least amount of energy
c, which is the most expensive to operate
d. those, essential for survival (your ability.te continue living), and

ment ir4, the quality of your life
-

4. Have the students interview their grandparents or other older members of their
community td get some insight into energy use patterns thirty,.forty, and fifty
yeats ago to determine:

improve-
.

a.* the size of the community
b. the energy-requiring devices used by the townspeople
c. the difference in the lifestyle -,' ..- ,

d. the difference in the energy costst e., the modes q transportation and compare the energy reqdhements and waste'
prod,ucts of the different modq Q tkansport ion with energy requirements

the extent of the concern for pollution and enfirt mentallidegradatiolt
and waste products of the'<liflirent tilkles,$),'4, nsportatioa today ,

the ways the lifestyle of the person being interviewed have chanted between
his childhood and the present and the rate of its occurrence

5. Have the student determine the extent energy-related activities in the envirdn-
..e ment have had an aesthetic imaact onnhim. For example: °
a,. 7

a. utility poles IF ! f! ''
b. different types of smoke billowing from power plant stacks
c. truck :end bt.t' exhaust fumes ,

,4 a- lake (reservoir) behind a, hydioelectric dam
e. radiators and heat vents in your home

(0. °Rave the students determine the years' cost and the percentage of the, total
family income of financing various energy-related activities. Include:

g.

a. costcost mid efficiency of heating, fuel
b. cost and efficiency of electricity
c, cost and efficiency of automobile fuel
d. Ccosi of energy requiring, appliances (divided by the

anticipated usefulness')
e. cost and efficiency of firewood for the fireplace
f. cost and, efficiency of various food 6

7. Have the students determine the extent energy-consuming
to the degradation of the environment. For example:

number of years of

activities contributt

. a. heated, effluent from power plant killing fish
b. exhaust gases from internal corabustion engine, polluting the atmosphefe
c. ,smoke from industrial operations polluting he ' atmosphere
d. certain strip mining operations destroyin the lands
e. roil-carrying ships spilling oil

8. Have the 'students determine the economic impact of the effects
the previous activity.
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C. In what ways do people affect energy in the environment?

Suggested Procedure

1 Have the students read and react to the following statements:

a. Generally, the heavier an automobile or 'truck the poorer. its gas mileage.
b. It costs more to travel a par,ticular distance in a heavier rather than a

lighter automobile or truck.
c. The volume of pollutants produced during such a trip is generally greater

with theAteaVier vehicle.
d. Most people prefer larger, heavier cars.

2. Have student: ,
a. Identify and explain the energy-related advantages of riding a bicycle com-

paied with driving a car ,when making a short trip.
b. Determine why man people prefer to drive a car even when a trip is not

particularly demanding by bicycle.

Have student determine:. 2,

a. the number of cars in the school parking lot whichbelopg to faculty, ad-
ministrators, and other School personnel,

b. the number of faculty, administrators and other personnel
c. the average number of riders per car
d. a method of increasing the average number of riders per car so the use of

fuel could be reduced
c. if there are other factors that should be considered

4. Have student:

a. Keep careful records for a week to determine the number of hours lights
are on in the school when they are not needed.

b. Suggest ways to a,void.wasting.electricity used with unnecessary lighting.

5. Generally speaking, the faster ail automobile is driven, the more fuel it requires
to go a, particular distance. Have students:

a. Discuss the reasons why people 'often travel at high speeds.when they could
save fuel by gOing more slowly. s = .

b. Detefmincov;ays to reduce the speeds of moving automobiles. For example:

(1) manufacture cars witb.. "governors" which prevent them from going
faster than SO miles per hour

(2) hire more laXv enforcement officers to enforce-loWtlied speed limits
(3) posfsigns which indicate a,maximum legal speed, of50 MPH
(4) encourage people to "rerfort" anyone observed exceeding a speed of

50 miles pechour

d. Determine the adv,antages and disadvanutges of each-of the previous stig-,
gestions.

6. Have student:
f

a. Scrutinize the various energy- requiring activities which occur in his home
to determine if all are essential.

b. !Suggest chang7 in 'energy use patterns in his home to lower the energy
requirements.

6
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c. Suggest problems he might encounter in instituting energy conserving prac-
tices in his home.

7. 'Have students determine: ,
a. othoseJaws affecting the energy-requiring activities in his community
b. who makes these laws '
p.. in what ways residents of the community influence the gotation of these laws
d. if we should guarantee the rights of each citizen to his opinions and set of

values

INVESTIGATION ELEVEN: TRANSPORTATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT °

Goals and Objectives

It The goal of this investigation is to involve students in interpreting human.transportation activities and the ,

relationships between people and transportation. During the investigation, students will:

1. Determine the nature and role 9f transportation activities.
2. Recognize 'choices in satisfying transportation needs.
3., Determine the nature and extent of their community highway system and the factors which influ-

enced its development.
Identify the effects Of various types of conveyance and transportation activities on, the environment.
Determine transportation needs for family activities.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Determine the cost of different formi' of transportation.
Identify the limits of and public reaction to ma's transit.
Determine the impact community growth has on .transportation activities.
Determine how people reduce thc harmful effects of transportation activities by changing their trans-

,
portation

,kpatterns.

Questions:

A. What is the nature and role of transportation in the community?
B. How does transportation affect people in the community?
C. How do people affect transportation in the community?

of

Conducting the Investigation

A. Questibn

What is the nature and role of transportation in the community?

Suggested Procedure

I. Have students identify different forms of transportation used in the community
and the principal functions' performed by each. For example:

.a. walking transports individuals and small numbers of relatively small ob-
jects

b. bicyclestransport one or two people and small objects
c. automobilestransport one to several people, relatively small' objects, and

small quantities of objects
d. truckstransport laigcand/or,heavy objects or large quantities of objects
e.' busestransport large numbers of people and small quantities of objects
f. trainstransport large numbers of people, large objects, and/or large

quantities of objects

56-
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/ L., 2. Have student identify a variety of human activities and indicate' the type of
transportation needed for each activity:

a. shopping at nearby marketwalking, bicycle, auto
b. shopping at remote marketbicycle, automobile
c. going to nearby schoolwalking, bicycle, automobile
d. going to remote schoolbicycle, automobile, WS

mooing goods from warehouse to retail stores--trucks
f. going to workwalking, bicycle, automobile, VI's
g. attending churchwalking, bicycle, automobile

3. Have students determine faCtors which justify the particular choice one makes
when more than one mode of transportation is available. For example:

a. distance to destination
b. time required by variou's means vergus time available
c. number of people anti /or objects involved
d. habit
c. hazards along route or heavy traffic
f. accessibility of alternatives

4. Have students discus their findings in the previous activity and draw tentative,
conclusions concerning:

a.. the rerationship between transportation needs and the form of transporta-
tion which appears to satisfy" those needs

b. the transportation choices individtials make from the options available to
them in relationship to other possible choices that would be less damaging
to the, environment

B. Question

How does transportation affect people in the community?

Sugge:sted Procedure

1. Have students form teams to consult the community highway department or
traffic engineer to determine:

a. the'growth of the community highway system (Consult maps of the com-
munity prepared five, ten, and fifteen years in the past.)

b. events in the community which relate to the rate and pattern of highway
development. For example:
(1) population growth
(2) the pattern of residential growth
(3) the establishment of shopping centers
(4) introduction of new industries 41.

(5) construction of new'bridges
c. the portion of the tax dollar allocated to highWay construction and relat &d

activities (bridge building and traffic control) ,

Have students form teams to interview 'members of the Air Pollution Control
Board to determine:

a. the nature of pollutants discharged in N. exhaust from vehicles operated
by internal combustion engines (autos, Ases, and trucks) .
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b. longi term changes in the level. of pollutants in the air
c. factbm relating to the type of vehicle and the discharge of pollutants itito

the air, -

3. .1-lave students form teams and consult local health authorities to determine:

a. the long-term pattern of respiratory' disease-and other diseases in the cont-
.

munity
b. the rekationship between these data and the changf in pollutants in the air
c. the relatio ship between the increase or decrease in respiratory disease and

the increa or decease in other diseases
.

4. Have student Interview residents of the community who have made, the trip
from home to' work and back, between the same.two points, for a period of
years to determine;

. ,

a. *any changes in the time it has taken to make the trip
b. any,changes in the route(s) taken bythe individitals
c. any reactirs as a result of changes in route(s)

5. Have students pool information and summarize the environmental degradation
effects of highway development, with its ?elated increased numbers of cars,
buses, and trucks, in terms of: , . ,,

a.
b.
c.
d.

air pollutiOn levels
noise levels
aesthetic effects
increased taxes

c. ability of the land surface to absorb rain and melted snow
f. role of the central community in the activities of the total community

6. Have students identify the scope of their travel by bicycle and the factors
which determine the nature and extent-of- bicycle use. For example:

, a. distance
b. traffic ha2)ards along route
c. availability of alternative forms of transportation
d. transportation requirements

7. Have student make a survey of the number of students who come from families
with two or more automobiles and why they feel the need of the additional
transportation vehicles? For example:

a. tendency for fewer activities involving the entire family
b. daytime activities requiring automobile transportation while father had the

"family car" at work
c. compact second car saves on fuel expenses for certain kinds of trips where

large family cariv not necessary , , , r

9, 8. Have student:

a. consult his parents to determine the cost to the family of trknsportation
over,a period of five to ten years

b. determine changes in absolute costs and percentage of "absOlute" costs
relative to that portion of the family budget devoted to transportation
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Suggested Pthcedure

1. Have the student identify energy sources and materials used in the school and
estimate the daily per capita use rates of each. Fot example:

a. Land
(4) determine tbtal acreage of school grounds.
(2) determine percentage amounts of land devoted to buildings, parkitig

lots,,playgrounds, athletic fields, tennis courts, lawn, forest
(3) determine condit,ion of the land prior to the building of the school

and modifications to it during the lifp of ihq school

b. Building materials IlkOL

determine the different kinds of materials employed in the construe-
tibn of the school and school grounds

(2) determine the quantities of each material used in the construction of
the school (Note: Blueprints and other information pertaining to the
construcktn of the school are probably on file in the school superin-
tendent's office.)

(3) .determine the cost of the original school construction based on current
costs of materials and labor

c. Water
(1) contact the community water department to determine the dairy

sumption rate for the school -
(2) estimate the portion of the total water consumption 1employed in

.

various activities in the school

d. Food
(1) discuss with cafeteria personnel the amounts and kinds .of food con-

sumed each day
(2) determine the amount of food consumed by students who bring their

lunches
(3) determine total daily food consumption
(4) estimate- the total cost including space requirements and e

over axeriod of twenty years

e. Paper
O

(1) determine the paper use patterns' (e.g., dittoed and mimeographed
sheets, notebook paper, and graph paper)

(2) determine specialized paper uses (e.g., paper for mechanical drawing,
art work, and office supplies)

(3) deterniine other uses of paper ,

(4) ,determine total daily paper consumption,
(5) determine the percentage of paper that is used only on'one side

f. Chemical compounds
(1 ), determine the amount of duplicator fluid used
(2) determine the amount of detergents and other cleaning agents used
(3), determine the amount oe paint used in.art classes, andlor maintenance

purposes
,(4) determine amounts of other chemical compounds used

0 61,
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Pt. Question

(5) estimate the total daily quantity of various chemical compounds
(§) determine the flow pattern of these agents

g. ;Sources of eneriy---
(1) determine the amount of fuel oil, coal, and gas used
(2) determine the amount of electricity used
(3) dAtermine other sources of energy and the amounts, used
(4) determine the total energy demands made on a daily basis

What types and amounts of wastes are produced in the school and what do we do with these wastes?

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the student identify the different kinds, of wastes produced during the
normal operation of the school and discuss their findings. For example:

a. sewage
b. solid wastes
c. smoke from heating plant
d. heat
e. waste water
f. automobile and bus exhaust ,

2. Have students form teams to investigate the amounts of waste produced in

each of the categories in/ the previous investiga'tion and establish the flow
pattern of these wastes.

3. Have students determine the extent of the school's contribution to the com-
munity waste treatment facilities.'

4. Have students identify untreated wastes resulting from the operation of the
school.

C. Question (
Are there ways we can modify our use of energy and materials in the school without impairing the

school's, normal functions?

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students suggest-a plan for reducing the production of wastes by:

a. reducing the use of materials which contribute to waste production
b. making better use of materials whish produce wastes
c. increasing the efficiency of energy Oe

2. Have students study the evidence found in the school use patterns and make

recommendations for changes. For example:

a. diminish paper use by increased use of chalkboard, intercom and overhead
projector

b. use both sides of paper
c. regulate time for showerdig

d. turn off room lights except when absolutely necessary

e. repair dripping faucets
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3. Have students discuss the fol wing issues:

a. If it were decided to regu Ite the tise Of various environmental factors in
the school; should teacher follow the same procedures a' s students or
upperclassmen fhe same rule as underclassmen?

b. If greater economies could be achieved in the operation of the school and
a budget surplus resulted, how should the extra money be spent,

s: If substantial savings in electricity could be achieved by starting the school
day an hour earlier, would you recommend this change in the daily sched-
ule? Why? Why not? "

INVESTIGATION THIRTEEN: LITTER

Goals and Objectives

The goals. of this investigation'are to have, the students critically examine the concept of litter, recognize
the legal, economic, and social" aspects of it, and examine, ways' of coping wish litter problems. 'Students will:

1. Develop a comprehensive definition of litter.
2. Determine the nature and extent of littering activity in the community:
3. Determine the composition of litter.
4. Relate patterns of littering to other activities of people.
5. Determine local, state, anj national laws which, relate to littering.
6. Identify community agencies with.anti-litter activities and determine their effectiveness.
7. Determine the cost of litter removal to the' community.
8. Examine recycling as a 'means of coping with litter problems,
9. Study the habits and attitudes of people responsible for 1ptering in order to identify the reasons be-

hind the littering problem.
10. Make decisions concerning the problem of littering, its causes, and some possible solutions.

Questions:

A. What is litter and where is it found in the community`?
B. What laws and community agencies operate,to regulate "littering activity"?
C. How might materials discarded as litter be retrieved and used?
D. Why do people litter?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What is litter and

K

where is it found in

Suggested Procedure

1.

the community?

Have students4evelop a comprehensive definition of litter which is acceptable
to most students. (Note: In addition to human refuse, the term litter also
refers to partially decomposed Organic material on the forest floor, animal
excreta, leaf litter, and other materials used for Mulching.)

2. Have students form teams to survey the community and determine:

a. the nature of materials which comprise litter
\
\

b. tliepattern of distribution of litter in the community

3. \Have students examine samples of litter which have been brought in and de-
t rmine:
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a. the basic materiali of which litter is composed (e.g paper, IA tic, metal,
and food remains)
b. the origin of the erent materials (e.g., Various types of containers, dis-

carded furniture, an food wrappers)

4. Have ,students use a map of the 'community to:

h. plot the distribution of litter
b. develo a code employing different, colors and different patterns of cross-

hatchin to distinguish areas of light, moderate, and heavy littering
c. determine characteristics of the areas which might account for patterns of

light, -mod rate, and heavy litteringfor example:

( I ) the am unt of automobile traffic
(2) proximi of residences
(3) activities of street cleaning agencies
(4) availabilit of trash barrels

5...Hjve students dete ine tentative conclusions that may be drawn from the in-
formation gathered it the preceding investigation concerning:

.a. the nature of materials discarded in the form of litter
b. the littering "habits" of people
c. possible ways of diminishing the littering activity of people

13. Question

What laws and community agencies opefate to regulate littering activity?

Suggested Procedure

I. Have students form groups to interview various representatives of the local law
enforcement agency and, determine:

a. local, state, and national laws which pertain to littering
b. enforcement activities related to these laws
c. attitudes of Jaw enforcement officers toward these laws and their enforce-

ment
d. the cost of enforcing these laws

-,..

2. Have 'students form groups to interview agencies responsible for clean ng up
litter in the community and determine:

4,

a. the adequacy of the number of men and the equipment employed to remove
litter

*th - -

b. the destiny of the litter which is collected
c. the attitudes of litter removal workers toward the littering activities of people
d. tl)e cost of litter removal to the community.

3. liave sudents discuss the' findings and draw ;tentative conclusions from the
information gathered in:1bl nvestigation concerning:

a. the effectiveness of current litter clean-up activities '

b. the effectiveness of community litter removal agencies
c. the effectiveness-of laws in diminishing the tendency of people to litt r

the cost to the community of law enfOrcement and litter removal activities
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estion

H might Material discarded as litter be retrieved and used?

0

Suggested Procedure

1. 1-lave students identify the basic problem enaiuntered in efforts to recycle ma-
t

terials in litter (i.e., litter consists of a heterogeneous mixture of materials which
must be sorted before individual materials may be recycled).

2. Have students suggest a method for separating a heterogeneous mixture of
either.

I%3. Have students form groups to identify recycling o erations in the community
accepting sated materials (e.g., paper and metal re ,ycling projects of citfzen's
groups; scrap paper and metal salvage companies) 'and interview officials to
deterinine:

-::---

a. their perception of the communities commitment to recycling materials
b. if materials sorted from litter might be salable at a profit

4. Have students draw tentative conclusions from the information-gathered con-
gerning:

the feasibility of retrieving materials from litter for recycling
a con-benefit analysis .of recycling material's' from litter

a
b.

.._
.

D. Quo' :lion

Why do people litter'?

Suggestlid Procedure

1. Have teams of students identify the group or groups of pe ple responsible for
most f the littering in the community and determine:

a. if any particular age group -Seems more responsible for littering thanl any
other (e.g., young children, teenagers, adults)

b. if there are any apparent socioeconomic characteristics of litterers (e.g., do
they-tend to seal poor, of moderate means, or wealthy?)
any other characteristics which seem to be common among litterers

2. Have-itudents interview a number of people to determine their attitudes toward:

a. littering in gene al
b. effectiveness o removing-litter in the community
c. recycling acti ties in the community
d. individual's resRdnsibility to the community for littering and waste removal

3. Have students discuss their findings and draw tentative conclusions concerning:

a.
b.

the re
some
aniple

(1) i

(2) p
a

(3) pi
(4.) st

son why people litter
hanges necessary to diminish littering practices of people. For ex-

'

proving trash 'ick-up services
ckaging practices which would diminish the need to diFose-of pack-
ing materi
oviding moç litter barrels
icter enforceiient of anti-litter laws
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4. I-laVe the students form positive and negative team to c4ebate the following
questions:

\ .a. Is all litter undesirable?
b. Is littering really a problem? Is the visual blight so unattractive that the

expense of cleaning it up is worthwhile? Q

c. If more-stringent anti-litter laWs were passed would people be likely to obey
them
'em

all of the time? -...,,

nce so many people seem oblivious to the litter problem, are you willing
to pick up after them? - o

,
e. If the only way that litter problems can be solved is through higher taxes,.

are you willing to contribute your own money to assist your parents in
paying higher taxes?

f. Why is littering a problem in the classroom or in the school?
,

INVESTIGATION FOIIRTIkEN: IDENTIFYING A FIELD ENVIRONMENT v

A

Goals and Objectives
\ \

The goals of this investigation are to help students develop a concept of-fields which reflect agricultural;
recreational, legal, aesthetic, and other aspects of these features of the landscape. The ways in which fields
affect people and are affected by people's activities are explored. Students will:

1. ,,Determine the nature and scope of the concept of a field.
;. Determine characteristics of various types of fields.
3. 'Determine ways fields, and the activities related to their, have economic. influences on people?
41. Determine the aesthetic impact of fields on people in the community.
5. Identify the role ofifields,in providing recreational opportunities for members of the community. .

6. Relate human activities occurring in fields to noise levels in the community.
7. Identify laws regulating the uses of fields.
8. Identify community agencies which regulate and/or enforce restraints on the uses' of fields inthe

community.
9. Determine the relationship between location, function, and the cost of land occupied by various kinds

of fields.
10. Evaluate alternative decisions concerning regulating the uses of fields in a community.

Queitions:

A. What is a field and how do fields vary?
B. How do fields affect people?
C. How do people affect fields?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What is a field and how do fields vary?

Suggested Procedure

-Have-studentsforM teams to suiNey the community to identify fields (e.g.,
playing field's, parking° lots, fields where crops are raised, fields used for
grazing livestock, And vacant lots) and determine the common' characteristics
shared by the fields.
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2. Have students discuss their findings in terms of the following characteristics:

a. Are there topographic similarities?
b. Do fields contain man -made structures?
c. All fields exhibit planned uses.
d. Are fields the habitat of plants and animals other than humans? (Detailed

answers to these questions may require field investigations including sam-
pling and collecting decisions, and practice in plant and animal identifica-
tion.)

e. Do the nature and use of fields change through tirrie? '(Note: Examination
of topographic maps and/or aerial photograp\ s 'taken at different times
may help in answering this question.)

f. How do physical factors such as temperature, moisture and prevailing
winds influence the character of a field?

g. Are there seasonal variations in the composition of fields?

'3. Have the students plot the locations of the various fields identified on a map
andAetermine:
a.' where most of the identified fields are located relative to the central com-

munity
b. if there is any relationship between the use of a field and its location in the

community

B. Question

How do fields affect people?

o.

Suggested Procedure

Have students classify the fields according to the following principle uses:

a. agriculture
b. ''recreation
C. "rn-planned-use",

2. Have students form teams to interview farmers and townspeople to determine:

a. the farmers influence in the local economy through:

(1) selling products for local consumption
(2) selling products to remote markets
(3) purchasing materials and equipment,(seed, fertilizer, and farm equip-

ment) from local merchants
(4) employment of local residents on the farms
(5) payment of taxes to the local community

b' the extent farms adjacent to the local community are being viewed as real
estate development potential

c. the aesthetic impact of agricultural fields in the countryside surrounding
a community

d. the ways privately owned farm, land influences highway construction ac-
tivities-

e, the extent farming activities in fields contT-ibute to noise in the community

3. Have students form teams to interview park direttors, ,school officials, and
other 'townspeople to determine:
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a. the number of people in the community benefiting from recreational fieldS
b. age groups getting the most use from recreational fields
c. how recreational fields are financed
d. the cymmunity\ agencies deciding when and where, a new recreational field*

will be created and how individuals can influence these decisions
e. the cost of vandalism and other misuse of recreational fields to the com-

munity
f. theaesthetic effect of recreational fields on people
g. the impact of recreational fields on noise levels ..-xt

h. the percentage o the population viewing recreational 1elds in positive
terms ..

4. Have students ate ways "non-planned-use" fields influence people by
interviewing people o live near such fields to determi e:

a. their attitudes tow rd the Vacant to ,
b. the extent these fi Ids serve as informal play area for children who live

near them
9. who pays taxes. n the fields

C. 4.yestion

How do people affect fields?

Suggested Procedure
"

1'. Have the students determine the following information a out agricultural fields:

a. the steps farmers take to insure continued productivity
b. the extent changes in the markets for agricultural pr ducts influence the

use of the fields
c. the extent cost of labor, seed, feed, Nr-ti'lizer, and equip rent influence use

of the fields
d. the extent, legislation (e.g., farm price support and pollu ion abatement

laws) influences use of the. fields
e. the extent technology (e.g., new seed varieties, improved psticides, and

new types of farm equipment) influences use of the fields
f. the extent population growth in nearby communities influences use of the

fields

2. Have the students determine the following information about recreational fields:

a. the community agencies charged Ayith the responsibilify of planning, de-
veloping, and maintaining recreational fields

b, ways members of the community can influence recreational field dev
ment

c. the effects of population growth on recreational field facilitie
d. the difficulty in hiring personnel to staff the recreational fields
e. the extent vandalism has increased the maintenance cost and c

of the recreational fields

3. Have the students determine the. following about fields with "non-planne

a.. the lack of interest in deVf.loping.the fields for rerationiorlousing
b. the dassOcatipn of these fieldsaccoriting\to apon uniiy zoning\codes
c. the plans f6r future development of these fields -
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4. Have the students use their maps to p t the location of various ft. ds, o de-
..

[ermine:

a.' the relationship'between the ,lo ation of a field acid the price of land in the
area ...

b. the fields considered most ikely for real estate development in the ne
future and why .

c. the relationship between field-location
area

and the zoning

5. Have the students form positive and negative teams to debate' the issues re-
vealed by the folloWing questions: , I

I I

'a. To what extent should the use of a field be the decision of:

classifications of the

(1) the persOsn who owns the propeity
(2) thresidents of the community in Which the property is located

b. Should land zoning decisions be based on the concerns of;'

( 1 ) the people who live imnlediately'adjacent to the areaim question
(2) the person,ylkoorns the land
(3) a community kigekcy
(4) a vte by the entire community

Goals and Objectives

c. Which is t most important use of fields:

(1) a place\yvhereplants and wildlife may flourish un isturbed by people
(2) a'place (here recreational needs may be:satisfie.

5,

\ (3) a place which, by it's natuylness, will enhance he aesthetic qualities
of the environment
a place where needed agricultural products may b produced . .

a place where man-made structures should be uilt to benefit masses
of people

(4)
(5)

INVESTIGATION FIFTEEN: SOLID WASTES

4

The goals of this investigation are to help students interpret the concept'of sold wates, environ-
mental impact of solicrwaste production, and the disposal of wast s. Students will: Qs o

I. Develop a definition of the concept of solid wastes.

2. Identify the sources of solid wastes.
3. Determine the composition. Of solid wastes.

4. Identify the methods of disposing of wastes in the community.

5. Identify materials viewed as wastes under some circumstancesrand useful under others.

6. Determine the accumulated effecis of- clean-up type waste disposal on the community.

7. Examine the role legislation. may play in affecting solid wastes production and disposal.
8. Examing the economic impact on the community of solid waste production- and disposal.
9.. Determine the tole people's attitudes and behavior play In the production of solid wastes.

\10 Determine the role recycling activities play in the production and disposal of solid wastes.

11. Examine their 'own vatuts'is they relate to tie production and ilisposal of solid wastes.
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Questions

A. What are solid wastes and how are they disposed?
B. How do solid wastes affect people?
C. How do people affect solid wastes?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What are solid wastes and how are they disposed?

Suiggested Procedure

1. Have students keep careful records on the amount and kinds of solid materials
they dispose of during normal living activities. For example:

a. Mood wrappers
b.. boxes.
c. cans
d. bottles
e.. food remains

z

2. Have students make a survey of the community' to identify solid wastes other
than these indicated above. For'example:

> a. "junk" automobiles
b. rubble from demolished builcfing
c. highway litter
d. fallen leaves
e. dead trees
f. lawn clippings

3. Tine the disposal pattern of solid was
the community. For example:

a. solid wastes in the home

metal, paper, plastic, glass"" food remains

other trash container garbage pail sink disposal unit

A/ X
other "garbage other community sewer systemtruck"

recycling plant sanitary land ll incinerator

(!)

originating in different locations in

b. other solid waste:

other "arbae truck" .
-

recycling plant sanitary landfill . . incinerator

46.product(s) product(s) product(s)
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4. Have students and ,label flow charts similar to 3a and 313 as bio-
degradable solid Waste and non-biodegradable solid waste.

5. Have students form teams to visit sanitary landfills to observe the operation
and to interview local officials associated with the facility in order to collect
such information as:

a. The basic requirements for the siting and operation of the landfillfor ex-
ample:

(1) suitable topography
(2) availability of "fill" material
(3) earth-moving equipment
(4) access roads

b. the successive annual .rates atwhich the-site is being filled
c. the- problems in acquiring sanitary landfill sitesfor exaw.ple:

(1) cost o? land
(2) reaction of people living near proposed sites
(3) topographic considerations t.
(4), distance of proposed sites from the community

d. the poteitially useful' materials that become.inaccessible when deposited in
'6 a sanitary lan4, dfill. (e.g., glass, paper," and metal)

uA

6. Have:the students discuss their findings and draw tentative conclusions from
the information gathered in the previous activities for example:

a. Define the term solid wastes in terms of:

(1) the materials of which it is composed
(2) use patterns of people

' (3) the destiny of the tnnterials

b. die ways in which materials identified as wastes might be considered useful.
For example: 0

(I) feeding food remains to animals
Gy reusing boxes for otherpurpo.ses
(3) using building nibble for. road building
(4) using leaves and lawn clippings in compost heaps

C. ways the volume of solid waste, tkpositesi in local sanitary landfill ca
reduced. For example:

(I) sorting solid wastes to isolate recyclable materials
(2) reusing materials usually discarded after one use
(3) use of home waste.compactors

d. Have students determine why\the siting and operation of saniry landfills
is considered to be a problem. For example:

(I) population growth \n communities has led.ro more people roducing
more wastes

( ) there 'has' been a trend toward the creation of throw- way itttlis for
household cimisumption
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(3) increased affluence coupled with low-cost, mass-produced items has
led to easy replacement of items and less concern for saving and
reusing them

(4) community growth and increased land values have made it difficult to
acquire landfill sites close to the community

(5) increased demand on landfill sites has decreased the half-life of land
fills,

B. Question

How do solid wastes affect people?

a

Suggested Procedure

Have students form te,neto interview appropriate representatives of com-
munityagencies to d ermine:,

a. the number of people employed by the community in activities associated
with solid waste disposal

b. the'percentage of solid waste that might be recovered if a recycling plant
were operating in the community

c. financial benefits of a recycling plant (i.e., profits from sale of retrieved
materialcapital investment in recycling plant depreciated over estimated
life of plantoperating costs)

d. people's reactions to the aesthetic properties of sanitary pollution in the
, community

e. extent rgarbage trucks' contribute to air pollution in the community

2. Have students form teams to conduct a survey to determine how many people
believe:

a. yurrent methods of disposing of solid wastes are acceptable
' b. new procedures are needed for disposing of solid wastes

3. Have the students discuss the following questions:

a. Who bears the greatest responsibility for the problems associated with solid
waste production mid disposal?

(1) the consumer
(2) the packaging industry
(3) local governmental agencies
(4) science and technology

b. Which of the following practices should be adopted? Why, or why. not?

(1) using only returnable containers
(2) buying only-The largest quantity of a. product that is available
(3) washing and reusing containers rather than disposing of them
(4) taking your own shopping bag to the supermarket to avoid the need

for paper bags supplied\by the market

C. Question

How do people affect solid wastes.?
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Suggested. Procedure

1. Have the students determine if it takes more packaging material to package a
quantity of material in two;or more packages than it takes to package the same
volume of material in one package.
Have the students determine whether:

a. people purchase materials in the largest volume package
b. there are savings in purchasing the large economy size

3. Have the students determine how it would affect the community if a law'
banning the sale of beverages in disposable containers were to be passed in
their community. For example: a

a. interview representatives of local bottlers; wholesalers, and retailers of
beverages to determine their reaction to such a law

b. determine the number of battles and cans of soft drinks sold in the com-
munity in an average month

c. determine the average monthly number of reusable containers that would,
have to be returned

d. determine the number of reusable\ containers to be returned b each indi-
vidual each month

c. interview people to detatriine their attitudes toward reusable soft drink
containers

4. M ilk used to be sold in reusable glass containers. Have students determine the
affects of restoring this practice on:

the volume of solid wastes produced by the community
b. the use of drinking water for cleaning the milk bottles,

c. the milk packaging industry

, 5. Have students identify ways he may areduce the amount of biodegradable ma-
terial picked up from his home.

INVESTIGATION SIXTEEN: INVESTIGATING LAND-USE PATTERNS
IN THE COMMUNITY

Goals and Objectives

The goals of this investigation are to help students interpret the 'uses for land in their community, the
factors which regulate its use, and the need for planning community .0owth. Students will:

I. Survey their community to identify land uses.

2. Identify land-use patterns on a map of the community.

3. Identify relationships between factors in the community and their effects on land-use patterns.

4. Examine maps to identify land-use trends.

.5. Relate the regulatory functions of zoning agencies, law enforcement officials and, land-use problems.e

6. Deterinine the function of a community planning commission and the methods it, uses in planning for
the future growth.

7. Consider the relationships am rigifommunity characteristics and long-term planning in the commu-
nity.

8. Determine"the roie of the resident in lOng-term community planning.
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Questions:

A. What uses are made of land ar as in the community?
B. What characteristics determine land-use patterns in the community?
C. In what ways is land use regul ted?

Conducting the Investigatioii

A. Question

What uses are made of land areas in the community?

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students survey the community to delermine different .land uses. For
example:

a. residential (single and/or multiple dwellings)
b. recreational (parks, playing fields, golf courses, and playgrounds)
c. industrial (light and heavy indqtries)
d. commercial (stores, filling stations, and banks)
e. institutional (schools; colleges, and hospitals)
f. governmental (city hall, courthouse, and post office)
g. "unused" (vacant lots>,and wooded areas)

2. On a map of the community, have the students identify land-use patterns by
means of a color code designating the.various land-use classifications as previ-
ously identifie/ `If any areas cannot be classified in terms of decisions made in
step 1; create additional categories to accommodate these areas. ,

B, Question

What characteristics determine land itsc,,patterns in the community?

Suggested,Procedure

1. HaVe students seek relationships between various land uses and other charac.-
terigties of the community. For example:

a. Ibo land uses relate to transportation services (rail,lines, taus routes an&
highway patterns) in the community?

...
b. Does topography influence land use in the community?
c. DO water bodies (lakes, rivers, stream") influence land use in the com-

munity?
d. Is there Any relationship between the*.I cation of schools and the d ribu-

tion of residential areas in The commu iitx?
e. Is there a relationship between the location of shopping centers and the

dist ibution of residential areas in the community?
f. Whit features of the community relate most to the locations of service

Stations? 1
g. Are indestrial operations concentrated or dispersed in the community?

Why?
, h. Is there a relaiio,nship between land costs and location in the community?

i. Is thie-i:e evidence that former uses of land are, being replaced by new uses
(e.g., historical landmarks being demolished and former central community
residential areas being converted to commercial use)?
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C. Question

Have the students examine maps of the community from five, ten, and twenty
years ago to determine: -

a. the pattern of community growth and factors which have influenced this
pattern

b. changes in the economic base of the community whiCh may account for
growth spurts

c. indications of changing values among residents of the community (e.g.,
.changes in what are considered to be residential areas, and greater willing-
ness to live farther from the center of the community)

d. features of the community which appear to have been lost as a result of
'community groWth (e.g., historical landmarks and community parks)

e. if comparisons of former conditions of the community with present condi-
tions suggest ways for predicting future groWth patterns of the community

In what ways is land-use regulated?

Suggested Procedure

1. Have the students form teams to interview membersi of the community zoning
board and law enforcement agencies to determine,their roles in regulating land-
use in the community. ,Students should be aware of the nature of private
property and the rights and responsibilities of citizens in their use of private

*priiperty. A review of the "natu,rc of privale property" would establish a
framCwoil for this investigation. From this information, have the students
pursue the following questions:

-
a. Can the (Avner of property' in a residential section of the community build

a "hamburger stand" and go into business simply because he owns the
property in question? .

-b. If your neighbor builds a swimming pout on his croperty and you believe
it is a dangerous situation for young children in the neighborhood, is there
any way you can influence this use of private lid?

o c. A man owns property in the community and learns that a developer has
(" bought property adjacent to his and is planning to build multiple-dwelling

housing units on ij. He believes that this will lower the value,lof his 4

property. Can he legally affect the developer's plans?
d. A particularly faVOrable location for a new school is found to be zoned

for residential purposes. Can the land be rezoned in'order to permit the
construction of a school?

e. A farmer whose larid borders the community raises pigs. Residents who
live downwind from the pig farm are offended by the sights and smells
associated with the farm,°Can.they int:lance the farmer's use of his land?

f, A homeowner paid a premium fol. his lot because it offered a spectacular
view of a nearby mountain (ange. Recently, construction was started on
a multi-story motel which,\wheYt completed. will \obscure his view of the
mountains. Can he legally'infibence the use of the land in question?

a
-if. A couple with young childrenv'chose the location of their home because it

was on a deal-end street. Recently their street was extended to'meet with
a major highway and Has become a popular shortcut for many motorists.

R,
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The neighborhood has become much noisier and very dangerous for young
children. Can the residents of this area influence the use to which the
land was 'put?

h. A high school student has learned that a large open fie d on the edge,
of town is goirrg to`be payed over to'accomodate a large s opping center
and to provide a parking area for it. He fears that the w ter-absorbing
properties of the soil in this field are necessary to avoid- dangerous flooding
in-the area after heavy rains. Can he influence this situation?

.1, The new owner of a large home, in a neighborhood characterized by large
homes built wily years earlier and now somewhat poorly kept, decides
to divide his home into apartments to be rented to students at a nearby
college.. The other residents of the neighborhood, many of whom are re-
tired, fear that the influx of college students will disturb their quiet block.
Can they influence the man who is planning the apartments through
recousse to local agencies?

j. The person who lives next to you is gone much of the time and does not
seem interested in maintaining his house and property like the-other neigh-
bors. The paint on the house is peeling, windows are broken, the lawn is
uncut, and two old cars are located in the driveway. Can one influence
this use of private land?

k. The state highway division has purchas41 a number of house lots in a
section of the community where a new highwa), is to be built. One resident
of this area does ,not wish to sell his land, even though the price is -a fair
one, and refuses to accept the state offer for the property. Who has the
legal right to determine the use of thd4and.the individual or the state?

2. Have students interview members of the local planning agency to determine
their function and relationship to other agencies whose responsibilities relate

-to land-use and to determine answers to the following questions:

a. How long has the planning agency been in existence? Why was it created
and what has its primary function been to'date?

b. What characteristics of a community arc considered to be important plan-
ning parameters? For example:

(1) physrographic conditions
(2) soil associations,
(3) public Utilities
(4) public facilities and services
(5) industrial activity
(6) natural resources-
(7) land-use patterns
(8) existing zoning

fa.

c. In making planning decisions; trend data arc employed. Wha
,trends have'been studied by the planning commission? For exa

(I) population trends
(2) employment trends
(3) labor-supply trends
(4) income trends
(5) retail sales trends
(6) /housing trends
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(7) school enrollment trends Q

(8) bank asset trends -

d. Using trend data, _planning commissions make projections when planning
areas for different times in the future.,. ,Refer to the projections for your
planning area to determine:

(1) how you feel about the likely conditions in your community ten,
twenty, or more years'-from now?

(2) if y\Du believe these projections are realistic. "(How would you make
projections on a. different basis if you are not satisfied with the
planning commission projections?)

(3) if you see according to popular projection the need for changes in
your community in order to accommodate increasec\ nunibers of
peoplefor example: \
(a)-job opportunities
(b) schools.
(c) stores
(d) banks

(e)-' homes
(f) water
(g) sewage disposal
(h) transportation

Examirie the land-useinap-pr'epalvd in relation to the preceding investigations.
Considering the population groWth projections of the planning commission,.
attempt to answer the 'following:

a. What changes in current land-usepatterns are most likely to accommodate
increased population?

b. In what ways will your community's adjustment to increased population
be dependent on events remote from your Community? For example:

( 1 ) increased production of food in areds remote from your community
(2) increased supplies"of building materials in areas remote from your

'community -
(3) additional doctors, ktwy 's and teachers, wh6 will be trained outside

your community
(4) increased'electrie power production

c. What `'factors will place a lirriit on the size of the population your com-
munity can support? For example:

(1) food
(2) fuel-
(3) housing
(4)' water
(5) electricity
(65 spa\e

4. Have students examine thepIanning commission's comprehensive plan for the
community and, answer th, following questions:

a. Do you agree with the planning criteria and objectives employed in
paring the-coiirprehensi e plan? 7

b. To what extent is the 1 cal government obligated to follow:, the suggestion
in the plkn? .

c. If he plan is followed will it- change The life styles of residents of th
cothmunity?
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d. Since the plan is, prepared for a limited time period, will there be A
effects on future planning as a result of events which occur during ih
period covered by the plan?

e. In what ways did the residents of the community influence the preparation
of the plan?

f. What are the alternatives. of the plan?

INVESTIGATION SEVENTEEN: INTERACTING FORCES WITHIN A COMMUNITY ECOSYSTEM

Goals and Objectives

The goal of this investigation is to help students: interpret, the interacting forces wit in and between
micro-ecosystems and macro - ecosystems and collect and use data in concluding the best land use practices in
maintaining a quality environment. Students will be involved in activities associated with:/

I. Identifying basie"functiorts Or various environments.

2. Identifying wayS environthents are interrelate

3. Relating-factors which are common to two or m environments.

4, Distinguishing between similarities and differences in two or more environmAnts.

5. Describing specific contributions each environment makes to society.

6. Analzing,inanV 'use of each environment.

Establishing recommendations for future management of each environ ent.

8. Describing the ways living organisms affect sOil. .-

9. Determ'ning the texture, structure, temperature, pH, and color of soil.

10. Deterinining the best uses of specific land areas.

11. Identifying what can be done to itnprove the soil in one's own yar

12. Planning and initiating an urban environmental investigation.
/

\I3. Identifying component parts and existing inter-relationships of n urban environment.

14. Identifying and suggesting solutions to local environmental p ob ems.

15. 'Determining ways of affecting political decision-making pro ess s in solving environmental problems.

16. Analyzing the cause and effect relationship of factors affecting the quality of the environment and iden-
tifying the forces necessary for improving the environment/ u.

17. Planning for thedevelopment of an entire community.;

18. Determining the best uses for a parcel of vacant land and presenting a case before a "mock" Board.

Queslions:

A. What are the interacting forces of each environiftnt and how do they interact to establish a state of.
equilibrium?

B. Hovirn man influence these forces in maintaining ark acceptable environmental equilibrium?

Conducting the Investigation

A. Question

What' are the interactive forces of each environment and how do they interact to establish a state of
equilibrium?
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Suggested Proced
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area to be studied. Identify ix trees exemplary of a variety of
s in the area. Obtain care s mples from the trees. Obtain
ney'such as the Forest Sery ce, " to 6" cross seetions of the type
studied. Have students: \

ture of various cross-section,\'s to obtain evidence of the history
s environment (e.g., damagi; \\by re or severe weather)
samples for evidence of histcify o the environment (e4g., age
rate, of growth)
to select samples of two trees whieh show different character-

are different environmental damages
are different growth rates
the causes of different damages and diifler it growth rates

ft

am

rest from which the core sa ples were taken and:

the tree belonging to their c re samp e and compare, their in-
s with their actual findings in- the fares

the way the area might have loo ed twenty years ao
ct how the area might look twent years from now
ibe how they feel about the cha ge they envision taking place
the forty-year period

e a stump or rotten log for careful tudy to:

look for evidence of change taking lace
(b) idcntify any cyclic processes.that may be occurring
(c)j lobk for evidence in, change Whicli might give clues about the

past history of the area
°"1/use natural items such as rotten wood, dandelion leaves, and dandelioti

flouters to construct a sketch of an area they consider significant
(7) write on their sketch:

(a) two broad descriptive words about their.iarea .

(13) three action words about change takirrg,,place in their area

( c )1 a four or five., word phrase that will describe thee usefulness
value of the arca

(d one word that suggests a comparison, an analogy, or synonym
about the area

or

share their sketches, writings, observations, and interpretations of the
area
stake out an area one meter square to:

(a) predict what will be found-in the top few centimeters
(b) sift through the top tcn centimeters and record any evidence of

plant and animal life they observe
(0 identify litter, duff, and humus and identify organisms found in

each
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(10) locate an area suitable for a soil profile to:

(a) determine where the soil changes color and looks
(b) determine the color and texture of each layer
(c) determine the structure, temperature, and pH of each layer'
(d) construct a soil micromonolith
(e) determine the slope of the land
(f) determine the air temperature just above the,soil surface and one

meter hove the soil surface
(i) sketch a soil profile of the area studied and label the layers ac-

cording to texture and depth
(h) feel and describe litter, duff, and humus
(i) study information collected and compare it with charts exhibiting

soil depth, topsoil condition, and color tables; determine what
might grow in the area and compare predictions with findings in
the area

(j) determine factors that contribute to soilformation
(k) locate evidence of geological change in the area
(1) determine factors that affect the uses of .land
(m) use 'agricultural and land,Tuse charts and other evidence in sug-

gestin&the best use of the area

(11) use the soil data collected and tables to:

(a) determine the effect of soil depths on plant growth and water
storage

(b) establish a relationship between se* color and soil condiiion
(c) establish a relationship between soil texture and water-hblding

capacity-
(d) identify plants likely to grow in various' pH ranges and soil con-

ditions
(e) determine the length of the growing, Season and establish a rela-

tionship between growth rate and soil temperature o ^

(f) identify factors affecting the use of land foF various purposes and
make recommendations for use of that land area

e. design an experiment to be carried out in a portion of his yard or in dis-
carded containers for determining the results of depositing biodegradable
materials in the soilthe experiment should make use of manytypes of
biodegradable. itaterial such as newspaper, kitchen wastes, and yard ma-
terials and be designed to measure such items as:

( change in sbil texture
(2) change in soil porosity
(3) change in soil pH
(4) change in organisms present in; -Soil

-is

(5) rate of deteriOration of biodegradable material

2. Display, an official city or county map of an urban environment accessible
for student study. Have students form teams of five or more members and let
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each team stake offla small area on the map they can conveniently study. : 1

,

Reproduce each selected segment so that 9ach student has a map of the area
he is to study. On the large map' dray" boundary lines around each area. '

selected for study. Have each team: .t
via ,

a. list the compdnent parts of the environment and the,things that might affect
the quality of the environment in that segment. Write these in..the appro-
priate areas on the large map. ,

b. develop a plan of action for investigating the segment to determine cause
and effect relationships between the itelns listed and the environment. Plan
should include instrument and design for obtaining, and recording infor7
mation.

c. visit their selected site to make observations and record information
d. plan a presentation of their investigation which includes what they did,,

how they did, it, and their conclusions about the environmental condition
e. identify critical areas affecting the environmental quality of the area and

make suggestions, after having/heard each team's report, for meeting the ,,

future needs of thg area

3. Provide students with a topographic ap of the local area. Have students:

a. locate a nearhy body of vai for study
b. trace the origin of the body of water
c. identify the boundaries of the watershed
d. visit the area to: ' ,

(1) obseiVe and record observations about the total stream environment
.(2) collect atic specimens k

(3) use pon ife picture key to identify specimens (see Appendix)
(4) use the evidence found with respective tables giving pH ranges that

support various aquatic life
(5) predict the dissolkd oxygen content and pH of the stream based on the

collection of living materials, a chart which gives pH ranges, a table
giving the dissolved oxygen requirements for ,native fish and other
aquatic life, and a- chart indicating the, temperature range' required
for certain organisms -

(6) disie water test kits to determine the water temperature, air tempera-
re, dissolved oxygen count, and pH of the stream and compare

esults with predictions
(7.) determjne stream flow
(8) construct i cyclic flow chart of the interacting forces around the stream

environment
identify any problems, that may prexent the normal cyclictinter cling
forces

suggest ways of overcoming the existing problems which will be ene-
ficial and acceptable to man

4. After an in-depth study of the various environments represented in the pr vious
activities, have'students:

a. analyze the data collected for each environment and distinguish b tweest
similarities and non-similarities of the environments
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B. Question

/b. identify the basicfunctions of each environment
c. identify the things that affect the quality of each environ ent
d. identify the ways each environment interacts with each othe
e. summarize the unique contributions of each area to society
f, describe their feelings about man's use of each environment
g. suggest guidelines to be used in determining future land use around these

environments rv.

h. construct a flow chart to identify the energy-flow between' the macro-.
environment; the -mini- environment, and the micro-environment

O

How can man influence these forces in maintaining an acceptable environmental equilibrium?

Suggested Procidure

1. Provide students with an activity, for applying what they know to solve prob-
lents. The activity should consist of a series of sheets representing the 'topog-
raphy of, a land area to be studied and each subsequent sheet should supply

jidditional information. Students should describe the area f the given
informatiOn on each sheet. Suggested information for7each sh- follows:

Sheet (1) contour lines
(2) conttsur lines, three elevations, Size o&contour intervals scale of

kilometers, and direction
1' (3) contour lines, three elevations, size of contour intervals, scale of

kilometers, direction, marsh grass, pe trees, hardwood trees, and
'stream

I I

I I

,'(4) contour lines, three elevations, size of contour intervals, scale of
kilometers, direction, marsh grass, pine trees, hardwood trees, .

stream, paved roads, major highways, and railroads
(511 'contour lines, three elevations, size of contour intervals, "'scale of

1 kilometers, direction, marsh grass, pine trees, hardwood trees,
stream, paved toads, major highways, railroads; iand symbols for
parking areas, school, hospital, house, multi-family housing, recrea-
tio areas, industrial complexes, and shopping facilities

Have the stud is do the following activities:
. \

a. Sheet 1:

(1) describe t\ie design
(2) identify the ,bottom of the page
(3) suggest what each line represents
(4) distinguish between the high and.low elevations
(5) 'determine the amount of elevation representby the distan be-

tween contour lines .
(6) identify the geographic directions from any point on the map

,,-

b. Sheet 2:

( 1) locate the directions from any point on the map
(2) describe a "contour interval"
(3) identify the highest point on the map
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(4) deterriiine the elevation represented by the last contour line in the
northwest corner of the map

(5) determine the number of square kilometers represented on the map
(6) determine the approximate distance in kilometers between two high

points marked, on the map
(7) determine the approximate distance between the two highest points
(8) determine, on the basis ofa the distance and the elevatipn, if the

slopes are gradual or rather steep inclines
(9) make statements about other physical characteristics' one miet ob-

serve on an actual plot 'represented by this map

c. Sheet 3:

.'(1,) determine the possibility of a stream Bing locateqwhereit is
(2) determine the direction the stream flowing
(3) justify the location of the marsh g ss on the map
(4) justify placing the pines on lighe elevations than fhchardwoods
(5) infer what animals might live irrthe environs asludicated
(6) infer the nature of the ateas surrounding the one represented by this

map,

Sheet 4:

(1) determine' the number of kilonterl of highway repreSentefl on the
map

(2) de ermine if thehighway or railroad have a steepincliue
(3), iden he directions Of the routes of tratisportation

e. .Sheet 5:

°(1 ) using all the inforrhation provided 'by the preceding' sheets and what
they know ,about the environment, pollution, and ecatOiftics, plan a
Community Of 5,000 people tisimtlie symbols given at4he bottom of
the page to indicate they locations for the features they rei resent (add:
additional symbols ,if desired to add additional features)

(2) determite if, they would have-planned this the same wayif there war
a Parger,cty five miles downstream connected by the same highway

(3) eompare/tlleir homq community with .the ones planaed by classmates
and determine- the necessity for a ehange-in their hom&Commurtity.

2. Select anoarea of unused land about one or two kilometers square which is
adjacent to an expanding urban area (city or town). Secure topographic maps
of the areaofor. scaly by students.

a. Have-'segents form teams to determine:

(1)' the population of the urban area
. (2) the demands on hou'ski-Ag, jobs, traiispo

-(3) the 'Vegetation of the area
, \ (4) themea'anomy of the area

(5) location of shopping areas
(6) educational needs
(7) zoning regulations

tion, and public utilities

o

115

b. Have students suggest possible uses of the land if it Were to be purchased
by the urban area and classify these suggestions into several broati areas.
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c. Following the previous activity have students select an area they wish to
represent, form teams and prepare a case for presbnting their desires about
the use of the land to the planning commission and the city, town, or
county council or board of supervisors.

d. select it council and a planning commission to hear the cases-. Have stu-
dents carry out all presentations at the council hearing and then ask the
council to vote on the issue. Be sure that all major categories arc pre-
sented to the council. Determine if the majority of the students agree
with their council's decision.
Have students analyze the presentation of their cases to determine if they
could have built-.a stranger ease for Their planned use of the area.

f. Have students compare the outcome of this organized planning for land
use with what is taking place in their community:

8 5
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`"APPENDIX-
READINGS IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

In recent years an avalanche of environmental Iiierhttre has developed which poses special problems for
the leacher. The sheer numbers of publications make it extremely difficult for teachers "to become aware of
and judge the value of such publicationsoin their programs.. Because of the general lack of agreement as tq,
what constitutes environmental cdueation, sorting the relevant from the tangential and irrelevant is an over-
whelming task. The refilences cited below represent an 'extremely small sample of the potentially valuable lit-
erature that Might be tfsed in environmental education programs in the schools. Each has been selected be-

. cause it supports, in one way or another, the 'philosophy and object'ves erfaployed in the develOpment of this -"
guide. Brief annotations are provided, to characterize the' reference an to suggest ways in which it might be
employed by teacherso and/or students in creating locally-developed environmental investigations.

Allen, Rodney'F., Carmelo P. Foti, Daniel M. Ulrich, and Steven H. Woolar t97c3.

DecidinKilyw to Live on Spaceship Earth: The Ethics ,,of EnvironMental .ern

Winona, Minnesota, Plover Bp9ks, I33 pp. (Paperback)

After an introductory chapter in Which a series of hypothetieRlditemmas.are used to raise questions'
about- solving value-based ethical problems, and suggestions for decision - making are made, the book pro-
ceeck' 'through seven "Environtriental Encounters". In each encounter, information is provided, simula-.
Lions and role-playing suggestiOnske made, arid' "Sensitivity Modules" are provided. The final chapter

'raises questions about the future of '"-!Spaceship Earth". This is an excellent source of guidance in raising °

ethical aspects of locally - developed. environmental investigations

Andre Ws, William A., Donna4K. Moore; and Alex C. LeRoy, 1972.

A Gyide to the Study of Environmental Pollution (A title in the series: Contours: Studies of the En
own/)
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc.' 260 pp. (PaperbaCk )

iron-

This hook deals with air and water pollution. In 'addition to discusions of ecological ,Principles
underlying pollution problems, theevensive use of air and water quality data -from locations in' the U. S.,
Canada, and elkewhere enhance tl-:; credibility of the text. Chapters and7 provide a useful account of
field and laboratory s-fudl strategies \and methods of examining air id water quality. The/final chapter
consists orease studies composed ofd, a-collected from various loca ions in North Amerika. The book
could he very useful in providing studen s'kvith information metho s for studying'the "science dimen-
sion" of local environmental investietiot s in which air and water quality are principle ec4peernS.

- o

Andrews; William A., Daniel G. Stoker, Donna . Mdore,.Larry N. Deble zind Elaine C. MCKnight, 1974.
1.

A Guide to the Study of Terrestrial Eriology (A title in tbe series: Contours:-Snidies of the Environment)
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, In 246 pp. (Paperback) ., i .

.

This book deals-with the interrelations tps of living things and their'environment add centers around .
fortst, wootlfot, meadow, park, bog, and sad dune ecosyskms. .After an introdtktion to the-basic prin-

"ciples involved. in an ecosystem the editor p °vides the reader with evidence of the major types Of bi-.
,onies in North America and their dist on, - .

.n ,

Chapters three and fouprovide the reader with numerous activities for abiotie and biotic field arid
Jaboratory'studies. Chapter five introduces the reader to four areas sfor major field studies, provides
direction for such 'Sudies,..endis'fallowed by suggested research topics., Chapter seven presentstactual case
studies relative to pest control, succession, and endangered species/'

The book provides the teacher or studc 'th .,the background knowledge and proced Vs required
,,.. z - .

.&

to make investigations in the field and the lab ory. . 0

o
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Brehman,', Thomas R, 1973

Environmental! Demonvrationv. Etperiments and Projects fOr /he Secondary School, West Nyack, N. Y.,
Itarker P3rbliylling Company, Inc. 213 pp.

After 'ntroducing the hook .with..a chapter on enviwn ental principles, the author provides a va-
riety of,xtudent activities and teacher doponstrations, toge er with detailed methods necessary for pre-
sentation of environmental studies. Suggestions 'lean more heavily on ecological emphases than on social
and cultural aspects, but the information provided and methods suggested can be helpful -to the teacher
in dSveloping focal investigations.

Lynton K.

Envir-rnnent: Challenge to illodera Society, 1971, Garden City, New York, Doubleday and Co., Inc.'
301 pp. (paper ack)

authc r has devoted many years in studying the interactions of science, lechn?lOgy,-and.putilic
policy as they ffect0present-day society. He views environmental problenis as a social' scientist, traces
the historical aces for our attitudes toward the environffient, and explains the new attitudes needed fol.
effective eopinewith our environmental problems. -111e.vie.w4 the ce.blogical crisis as a major concern of .
public policy and sliggests how public polidy might function: For secondary and college students. An
excellent background for ",tudents in discussing effective decision-making --

and1)Davies, Nancy D., Danie 'G. Striker, Douglas .E ,. Windsor, M. Terry Ashcroft, M. ChrOtOn--- Cobtlrn,
,

.

William N Andrews, 1973 ,

A ;ici4oto the Study of Soil Ecology (A title in the series: Contours: ,Studies of the Environment)
E glewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 198 pp. (Pap.drback)

This is a book of soil ecology. An opening chapter deals with a characterization of the soil eco em

and is followed with detailed 'examinations of the origin and nature of soil .and soil macrofa na- and
microorganisms. Chapter 5 consists of 43 field and laboratory studies of soil characteristics and, condi-'
tionc. Atidther chapter deals with soil researcif topics and the final chapter consists 'of case studies
composed of dap collected at a variety of unidentified locations. The book-could be useful in provid.
students with dformation, and methods for studying the "sclence dimension" of lo&al environmen
vestigation ip which soil. characteristics arc a principle concern.

Denver Public Schools, 1972

Denver Urban Environmental Studies for Grades K through 6, DenverVColorado. Denver Public
Schools; Division of Business Services, 68'App.

Thislooseleaf booklet opens with a sect' describing the philosophy of the program: Two
a sections, one on the earth -home relatio ship and the other dealing with man, comprise the bd'dy of

the hook. A final appendix includeS resources, a bibliography, and brief suggestions for taking, an excar-
sion. The; hook may, provide suggestions ty elementary teachers for identifying environmental- subjects
and means for studying them. Throughout, the emphasis is on studying the child's %`rear environment in
pe rs'on.

4

Disch, Robert

The Ecological Ciicinsequence: Values for Survival, 1910, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall Inc. 206
pp,.(Paperback) '"

The editor' has compiled, several articles under the. headings of Ecologicaj Crisis, Ecological,Con-
science, Impact of Ecological Values, and Cosmic Consciousnc. ss, to 'reinforce his point that talk and

20
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good' intentions will get you nowhere unless ecological Values are integrated within all technological,
scientific, economic, and political activities,. He contends that unlessourindustrialind society adapts this
attitude and approach our ellorts are bound to collapse with a resulting "ecological suicide." For, the

-secondary and, college student. Provides reinforcement for the studeiit in discussing public attitude in
decision-making.

Geraghty, James J., .et al. 1973

Water Atlas of the United State.%
Port Washington, N. Y., The Water information Center,Inc.

The book consists of 122 full-page maps of the United Sta tes, ea .h depicting information-related to
water- availability and use patterns. Facing pages provide explanatio s for each map. Information

co mapped includes: physiography, distribuifon of precipitation, air temper ture distribution, ground-water
use, hardness of surface water, potential _water pollution, and distribution of population. This, book is an

\.excellent source .of information for developing national environmental itations.. 03w/ening a num-,
tier of the maps to the form of transparencies would provide an effectixe me s of studying relationships
which would be revealet1 through the use of overlays.

'Goldman, Marshall I..

Controlling. Polliih;m: The Economics of a Clearer America, 1967. One of Moder Economic ,Issues;
Englewood 'Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 175 pp. (Paperback)

Cc editor, an economist, through a collection of articles related t pollution, looks the results of
the divergence of social and private benefits from social and private coks or what, he terms siseconornies.
He states that the destruction of natural resources occurs primarily because of the difficulty of imposing
monetary penalty on the polluter. He indicates the need for combining political; social, economic, and
scientific forcil:s to cope with an increasing dangerous .situation. For secondary and ,college students.
Provides The student with another view of the .complexity in dealing With environmental issues.

Goldstein, Eleanor (Ed

Population (Social
WaShington, D. C.,

.). 1972
fi

ResoUree.Scries)
Exi'aech Systems, Inc.

-__" A collection of 'articles gathered from newspapers, magazines, journals, and
tions Which represent a spectrum of opinion, emphasis, and complexity relative to
portant social Lsue. This is a useful resource for the development Of an informed
cussion and' debate. - . ,.

Goldstein; Eleanor C. (Ed.) 1.972

Pollution. (Social Issues Resoarce Series)
Washington, D. C., Exotech Systems,

government putfficaz,
population as an intr,
baSis in student dis-'

A collection- of articlesVathered from newspapers; magazines, journals, and government publica-
tions which represent, a spectrum of opinion, emphasis, and complexity relative to-pollution as an im-

..
portant social issue. It iS a useful resource for the development of an informed basis in, student discus-
sion and debate. , '

Gladrwin 1973 ,

Madman in a Lifeboat: Issues of The Ictivironmentyl CrWs (The New York Times Survey Series) New'.
York, The John Day Company. 118 pp. (Paperback) 7
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A brief, cynical, and argumentative survey of environmental issues. In ddition to brief treatments
of population, pollution, and resource, management issues, it includes sections on the government's role,
international implications, and citizen action. This inekperisive book could be useful in generating stu-
dent debates over important issues and mighbr,,, e most useful as a stiMulus for gathering information which
could be used to refute positions taken by the 'author.

KOrmondy, Edward J. 1969

Concepts of Ecology ,(A title in the series, Concepts of Modern Biorogy), Englewood Cliffs, New Jer-
sey, Prentice-Hall,, 'Inc., 208 °pp. (paperbacy.

Thee author's unifying theme isnhe structtgre and function\ of ecosystems with reference to energy
flow, nutrient cycling, population growth and regulation, and community organization and dyna

'Designed for the general reader, and descriptions are presented in, an interesting anher, stressing.
theory and observation rather than the mathematics.

Love, Glen A. an Rhoda M.

Ecological Cr
(PaperNck)

is: Readings for Survival, 1970; New York, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc.; 342 pp.

Because of e strong feelings of the editors, they have compiled outstanding selections of writers
from the social sci-ntists as well as the\ professionalvscientists and public officials. The editors' viewpoint .
depicts envjronmen I problems as belonging to general education and the responsibility of social science,
humanities, and the atural sciences!

The intent of the book is to provoke discussion and action toward an enhanced quality of life for all
people on the earth. I tended for uppei secondary and college students. Excellent background for stu-
dent preparing for a discussionl group. . 0

Mcl-fale; John i ,

The Fature of Me Future, 1971, New York, 8411antirte-Books, Inc. .370 pp; (Paperback)
. /' t'at%

The author surveys man's predicament in which a grOwihs crisis in human development begins to
affect the whole *mice Of global ecology and pointi"out that we must becoMehlhe master of the new
technology in order to make the aChine serve man's humanistic 'ends, and preserved protect the lifef of our small crolOked planet. F6 advanced secondary andtollege student. Supporkive eviance for the
student assuming the 'role' of the h mar, ic's( ....: ,

:t i

x
a.

Mishan, E. J.

Technologrand 0owth: The Price Jr Pay, ,1971, New York, Praeger Publishers, 193 pp. (Paper-
back) .

... r)
t, r--.

. .

The author ekpresses bis .concern for effects off, technology on society and human values°.
. .

Through a
, ... .

factuaOhd documentary approach Ire defends his vieWpOint that any-evaluatibn of techno-

logical

.. , ...

advances should consider the destruction te natural resources, ;the dehumanizgtion titif daily life,
and the mounting tide df frustratiot and violence associated with our societysas a whole. ,He points out
the necessity of government and the public dealing intelligently and critically with the possibilities
and the limitations of technology in implementing human skatisfaction.- )nteralled for the advanced. sec-
onldary and college' student. Anothir good reference suppokirig,the humanist point of view.

i
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Myers, Charles B.

The Environmental Crisis (one of Inquiry Into Crucial Ame ican Problems series) 1972, Englewood
Chffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 119 pp. (Paperback)

. .

Chtered around student relevancy this author presents an in-d th study by reviewing a number
of divergent viewpoints from a wide variety of different kinds of sources without endorsing any one view -'
point as being the right viewpoint. Discussion and reflection-are encouraged through a number of ques-
tions without drawing any conclusions. Excellent for leading:student into establishing a poiiit of view.
For secondary and college student.

co

National Audubon Society, 1970
tt 1.

A Place to Live, National AUdubon Society, New York, Student I,00k, 64 )pp., Teacher's Manual,
....

. , - --
et

i-. This sit of materials was developed .to provide a program in ur n ecology hook n New York
0 City. The body of the student's book deals mostly with ind000r.acti ities'Jelate o the ur n environ-

-ment. Guide sheets to iccomplmy Er" environmental walks are, pirov ded. teacher's guide provides
conSiderable background inforniaC,A and suggestions. A table (oti the in e\ back cover of the teacher's
guide identifies six environmental problems and suggests causeS,.conse enCes; pOssible solutions i ,4 n-

-%

eludes a section entitled -How You Can Help." ,The book, Might rove helpful to those .41 mentor
teachers whose schools are located in urban areas':

Nubile, Philip, and John Deedy (Eds.) 1972

The Complete Ecology Fact Book
Garden City, N. Y., Doubleday:Anchor Books. 472 pp. ( Paperback)

By no means complete, this book does contain many useful facts to g to pulation, endan-.
gercd species, pollution, detergents, food supplies, pesticides, non - renewable m ral stes, and"'sold
wastes. An appendix contains brief accounts of recent court decisions involving nviro Imental issue
The book could be useful tostudents asa source for certain types of data which wou d be Valuable in q-

,
veloping local clivironmental investigati,,ong'.

(Mum, Eugene P.

Fundamentals. third edition.:1971, Philadelphia,Peitna., W. B. Saunders Company, S74 pp:-

The author ',approaches ecology as the whole environmental house in .which we live or the legality
of man and,envircitiment. He envisions three uses of the book, as follOws: (1) Book One providd mi-
croscopic eCO)Ogy as it relates to human affairs: Chapters I through 4 and 9, 15, 16, and 2l provide a
re,vie%,,of ecology for the conceitnd ttixen, 4h student/of 'the social sciences, the humanities, the pro-
fessions; and theneciaji(4,jn\,,fteinc government and industry:-or for a reference base in human ecology.
2). Bocik Two, conistineot!'(i'jitip ers '1 throhril 10, Part 1, and Chapters 15, 16, and 21 with Part 2

and other chapter's from P,(0)4.1.3. as referene6., would*. provide the undergraduate course in ecology.((
(3) Book Three, consisting' 1.1th entire book proliidesli comprehensive 'reference work on principles,

(
environments, linkJecologig Foil the advanced secondary and college student.

1,c), /

XX̀Oliver: Ruth Norton ( ) (71 /

Museums anti the Envirc/ntnent: A Handbook for Education, t4 eW York, Arkville Press. 26 hpp.
*(-

Consisting of contri,bukions from' a distinguisped committee of the"American Association of Mu-
scums, thCbook is ,a reference for who wish tb mount exhibits or initiate educational projects which

89 V
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use museum itsources and methOds. The first three ehapterg deal with man and the environment, popii-,
tion, and environmental pollution. Each, after an opening background section, describes exhibits and

ifrojects related to the chapter title. Subsequent chapters deal with creating and building environmental . .

exhibits, the use of films, the emerging role of museums in environmental education). and programs of c,

action. While the ther chapters; may be of interest, the °chapter in this book dealing ,,with the creation
and construction i5f envtronmental, exhibits could be very ,useful in co municating the findings of stun
dent investigatkins to other students, the school, and the community. _Not ilicidentally, such exhibits,
could also serve to evaluate the influence of investigations on student ,thi Iciqg. " . ' / . "`-

arscs.6-,-41nben L., et al

'Conserving American Resources, third edition, .1972, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice -Hall, Inky,
608 pp. 0

The author delves into a modern contest of resource management here resource management
shifts from scientific theory toward social appiTcatiOn. ilmit obvious from ht approach that modern ma-4

cannot live in it/s, environment without manipulating it and creating unnatu ecosysteins.

, One progresses from the idea of conservation throaugh population and resource management in the

United States. Following conservation designs' on the,.land the author branches out to descriptions of th't

various resources and 'the management of each, culminating with environmental quality as a function of

the sum of all the..external forcesof the, environment.

Kiel, E. J., and J. G. Trux, 1973 .

tl

Mai and Pis Technology: Problems and Issues, ,New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company. - 261 pp.
o .(Paperback)

The book evolved in relation to,the Engineering Concepts Curriculum Project's lextb k,,,Thk4.Man-

'Wade World. The boa takes a look at a number of sbcio-,technical problems in cdntemp racy kopiety.

Discus 'ons and analyses of pr blems related to population, delivery of health services, e rgencies, de-
..cisions, t e energy, crisis, and mils environment comprise the body of the book. A final se.tion.poses 24

problems hich ark related to those-developed more fully in earlier chapters. The book s an excellent
source of ideas and rdeornmendations for approaches to the development of environment investigations

in the localities.
a

1F 1 Platt, Rutherford' "1 4
.

al,
a

4 The Great Wiwi-. icon Forest, 1971, Englewood Qliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc,: '271 pp. (Paper-

back) ,

AT historical approach to the forest and its relatiollship,to the human race'. It is concerned with the
various aspects of one-third of the United' States. TlIV author describes .what forests arc, how. they live
and develop, the locations of the different kinds, of -forests, their functions and what the human race has
done to them. He emphasizes tOe importance of the forest to the thuman race and identifies,the part man
plays in threatening the continued existence of the.'forest which is essential to man. Intended for the
secondary Jew!. acellent .background reading for 'student in preparing 'for ,discussion group:-

Sale, Larry L. and Ernest W. Lee. 1972

Environmental Education in the Elementary School, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 203 pp. ,

(Paperback) .

.
The b k opens with ksection which describes environmental problems and issues, suggests whit

the element i ry teacher should,)know about ecology, identifies learner characteristics, upon which .pro-

,),
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grams should be based, and makes some suggestions regarding e vironmerftal education curriculum, de--
sign. Subsequent sections provide background on environmental roblems and practical ideas and tech-
niques for teachers. The book may be helpful to elementary teacher' by revealing some likely components
to build into It locally-developed program along with some suggestio s for impleme-ntation.-

Schlic ting, Harold E.; Jr., and Mary Southworth, 1971

Ec ogy: The Study of environment, Austin, Texas, Steek-Vaughn ., 48 pp..

elementary introduction to interrelationships of man, plants; and animals. Clear explanations,
diagram: and drawings are used to introduce the ideas of food chains,-web of life, ecosystems, and biomes.
An intere reference for the middle elementary student or the student above this level but reading
on a lower -vel.

Stoker, Daniel G., arcel Agsteribbe, Nancy R. Windsor, and William A. Andrews, 1972

A Guide to the Study of Fre.s.lovater Ecology (A title in the, series: Contours: Studies of 't Eni)iron-
'meat), Englewood Cliffs, N. J. PrentiCe-Hall, Inc., 182 pp., (Paperback)

After .an opening chapter dealing with basic principles, suct:CI:sling chapters deal with- ecological cOn-
.

siaerations of lakes, ponds, rivers, and streams. Thirty field and laboratory litudies tire described in Chap-
terS. Materials, equil5ment, and techniques for extensive field studies are.,..described in 'the knowing

'chapter and he final chapter consists of Case studies -&-imposed -of actual ;dlita'gathered from different lo-'
cation nd the .world: The book could be verY useful in providing students with informatiwn and
methoE for studying the "science dimension'? of local environmental ink/esti ations in which bodies of fresh
water are. a principle, concern.-

Terry, N/lark 1971 <1.

O

Teaching for Stirvival, New York, Friends of the'Earth/Ballantine Books. 213 pp.' (Paperback)

The author observes that teachers and schools -have been portrayi g environmental.. concepts for
years through their policies and procedures. To overcune the limited a,n miSleading effects of these past'
efforts, K.-advocates ..alternative ways of operating in the classroom, sc ool; and community. This is an
important book and ',should be read by all teachers considering the intr duction of environmental edema-

', tion pogroms in'their schtiols. -

United St'ates Environmental Prolection A1,ency, 1973 /

Action for Environmental )4tality: Standards .,and Enforcement for Air and Water Iz'oillution Contrpl,
Washington, D. C., U. Government Printing Office (Stock No. 5500-00087)

i.,..
This book describes the proi:ess of ddveloping criteria, setting standards, and means of enforcement

'4
..

for air And water pollutieni ctintrol. It is partiorarly useful in raising questions about the role of govern-
k g

meniat agencies in environmental mAnage.ment, prOblems of law enforcement, and the relationship, be-t
tween the individual; his community, and governMent agencies.

/ ...

Van Matre, teve. 1972 9 a

. v

.C;4

unatization: A Sepsory and Conceptual Approach to cologial Involvement,:,M rtinsville, Indiana,,
_

merican Camping Association. I J8 pp. (Paperback)
.

.
,

The author describes a camping education ,program de -loped at Towering Pirres Camp in Eagle ,,

River, Wisconsin. After criticizing traditional camping programs, he proceeds to recommend an ap-
proach °which promotes extensive sensory involvement in outdoor activities. Although there is. a strong
natural history erriphasii in this book, the rationale and commentary on extensive sensory invOlvemea y '

,..

the learner may have important applications in locally developed environmental encounters.
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Watt, Kenneth E. F.

Principles of Environmental Science, 1973; New York, McGraw -Hill Book Company, 319 pp.

The author has a modern. approach to a broader field of ecology referred' to as environmental sci-
ence. Through such disciplines as urban and regional planning,*econornic geography; epidemiology, com-.
ritunity medicine, meteorology, agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and range management the book delVes into
the underlying core of principles to which all aspects cif environmental science can contribute. The book
places emphasis' in ecology on the 'processes in terms .Or the efficiency _of energy transfer systems. It/is
intended for the college freshman or the advanced secondary'studFrit.- Excelle erence for the student
wishing to pursue greater depth in the study of environmental ecology.
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